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Music· Instruinents Stolen 
by Bonnie Ernisse 
A recent outbreak of 
burglaries in the music 
building has resulted in the 
disappearance of several brass 
instruments. Four thefts of 
instruments belonging to three 
students and a professor, were 
reported between Sept. 23 and 
Oct. 2. 
According to Louis 
Withiam, Director of Safety 
and Security, "this is the first 
major problem in several 
years. There have been 
prcviou~ case~ in which in-
struments left out of lockers 
have been taken, but this is the 
first time locker~ have been 
broken into". 
The campus security staff is 
working with the ~hcriff's 
department in investigating 
the cases, Withiam said. 
"There are a lot of leads and 
theories which must be 
checked. Because of the fact 
that there were so many m-
cidents in ,uch a ,hort time 
and that they have \lopped ,o 
,uddenly, presents a 
mystcr1 . '' 
Since the investigation 
began, three instrument, were 
found in a field about one and 
a half mile, from carnpm. 
Two of them were from those 
reported ~tolen and the other. 
remaim unclaimed. At the 
time of publication, three 
trumpet~ remain mi,~ing. The 
manner in which the\e in-
\lrumenh were recovered pu1-
1le, the im·eqigator,. 
"Became the imtrume11t, \\·ere 
located in a field and not fen-
ced or pawned, we have no 
one to provide clue, or cxplam 
how they got there," e\-
plained Withiam. "The in-
"lrument, were found by a 
woman who wa\ \\alking the 
,pot." 
Security measure, in the 
music building have been in-
crea,ed to prevent further 
theft,. 111 add1t1011. the fau11i~ 
and \lucknh ha\\? been \\ar-
'lL'd to make certain that their 
n,trument, arc kept ,:cu1el:,. 
lncJ..ccl in the cage,. Durinµ a 
S.A.S.P patrol in thL' \\Cd 
that break-in, occurred, 1t \\a, 
noticed that 15 locker, \\Cre 
unfa'>lcncd. ·'Th;. i~ ,hJ..inµ 
'or trouble", \\ ithiam ob,er-
vcd. "Though thi, i, not the 
problem with the,e particular 
mc1clcnt\, it i, ,till an impor-
tant precaution." 
Adm. Not Notified 
Walter Borton Photo by Bruce Morosohk 
Voltile Chemical Found 
by Mark White and Andrea 
Herman 
A potentially volatile 
chemical, Tetrahydroforan, 
was discovered in the Science 
Building on Tuesday at 12:30 
pm by Anatol Eberhard, 
professor of chemistry .. _ 
According to Louis 
Withiam, director of Safety 
and Security, immediately af-
ter the chemical was 
discovered, Eberhard notified 
Security. After arriving at the 
Scie!)ce Building, Withiam 
contacted the Ithaca Fire 
Department and Cornell Life 
Safety because "they've had a 
lot of experience with 
chemicals of this type.'' 
Withiam said that sections 
of the building were evacuated 
to safeguard against any 
possible difficulties until Cor-
nell Life Safety could remove 
the chemical. 
According to Withiam, ac-
tivity in the Science Building 
was back to normal by 1 :30 
pm. Withiam said that the 
episode happened "very 
quickly, very quietly, disrup-
ted a few classes and it was 
gone." 
Withiam noted that 
chemicals usually kept in the 
continued on fJGRe 13 
by Mark White 
The Ithaca College ad-
ministration has not yet 
received notice from the 
National Labor Relations 
Board (N.L.R.R.) regarding 
the Ithaca College Faculty 
Association's (l.C.F.A.) 
decision last week to file an 
"unfair labor practice" with 
the N.L.R.B. (see ITHACAN 
10/4/79) According to Walter 
Borton, Director of Public In-
formation, "lawyers for the 
administration have not yet 
received notification of the 
I.C.F.A's action." 
Borton said that President 
James J. Whalen 
acknowledged the fact that he 
would not recommend anyone 
for tenure if such a recom-
mendation would lead to 
completely tcnuring any 
department. According to 
Borton, "since the early ?O's, 
the trustees have expressed 
concern regarding the percen-
tage of tenured faculty at the 
college. On three separate oc-
cassions prior to '76, the 
board conducted or man-
dated on the question of 
tenure and asked for recom-
mendations to insure that 
nexibilitv in staffing will be 
London Director 
Resigns 
by Mark White 
Edward J. Vincent, 
Resident .Director of the 
Ithaca College London Center 
has submitted his resignation, 
effective June 1980, to 
President James J. Whalen. 
"It is time for new challenges 
after eight years in London." 
said Vinctnt. 
Vincent originally conceived 
of a European Study Center in 
1971, while he was an 
Assistant to the Provost at 
Ithaca. The program began in 
1972, with the College's pur-
chase of a Victorian mansion 
in the Kensington section of 
London. The program 
presently involves 140 studen-
ts, two-thirds of which arc 
Ithaca College students. The 
London-based faculty are 
predominantly British, with 
several American guest 
professors. According to the 
London Center Catalogue, 
"the program is unique in that 
it allows students the oppor-
tunity to reside in private 
housing in the city of Lon-
don.". 
According to Vincent, "We 
have a successful program in 
London and an excellent 
reputation there." According 
to Walter Borton," Director of 
Public Information, "Ed Vin-
cent and his family have plans 
to move to Southern Califor-
nia; no replacement has been 
named yet.'' 
maintained." Borton said 
that the studies all recommend 
that "tenure reach its natural 
level." He added that the 
phrase "natural level" was 
never defined, "because no 
Jne wanted to actually 
establish a quota.'' 
According to a report from 
the president to the faculty, 
dated March 7, 1977, regar-
ding what occurred at the Feb. 
28 Board of Trustees meeting, 
a resolution concerning 
various points of tenure was 
passed. One of those points is 
as follows: "Be it resolved that 
no quota be applied at the 
departmental school or college 
level. However, it should be 
pointed out, as it was in the 
Keast Commi~sion Study, that 
the institution losc5 flexibility 
when tenured faculty con-
stitute more than 1/2 or 2/3 of 
the total full-time faculty." 
John Schwartz, president of 
I.C.F.A. claimed that 
"Whalen's action is a change 
in terms of conditions of ern 
ployment, something which 
can only occur thr0ugh 
. . "' negotiations. 
Borton said that "the terms 
and conditions of employment 
were defined in the I 971 
Faculty Handbook.'' He ad-
ded that the administration 
"docs not believe the 
President's statement to be a 
change in the terms of em-
rloyment as ucscribed in the 
Faculty Handbook." Borton 
said that the faculty does not 
"have a union contract, thm 
union negotiations were not 
required and did not take 
place in 1971 \\ hen the han-
dbook was written.~> 
According to Borton, the 
Board of Trustees feels it i, 
('(J/1/1/1//('t/ (II/ /Ill!!.£' .j 
Faculty Meeting Closed 
An ad in last week's 
ITHACAN, announced that 
senior faculty .members and 
department chairpersons are 
holding a faculty meeting 
tonight at 7:30 in TIO!. At 
that meeting, the faculty will 
"discuss the \late of the 
college and the \late of the 
faculty with ,pecial reference 
to tenure, curriculum, and 
other immediate and long 
range issue~.'' 
In order to clear up any 
misunderstanding: 
THIS MEETING IS NOT 
OPEN TO STUDENTS. 
According to Marty LaFor-
se, one of the professor, ,pon-
soring the ad, "The meet mg i~ 
~trictly for faculty - faculty 
feels that we have to get 
together and di,cm~ i,,sue, of 
great concern to fan1lty before 
any other meeting, of any J..ind 
can take place.·' That doe,n' 1 
preclude any future 
possibilities, added LaForsc. 
According to Walter Bor-
ton, Director of Public Infor-
mation, the administration 
only saw the ad\crtiscment as 
an advertisement. Any group 
has the right to hold a meeting 
on campus~said Borton. No 
further comment wa~ made. 
Inside: Jane Fonda 
&Tom Hayden 
Review 
Page 2 
ITHACAN 
INQUIRER 
photos by Marc Finkelstein 
Question: What do you think of the new Academic Calendar 
(see ITHACAN, p.2-10/4/79)? 
Liz Neporent Undec. '82 
"I don't like it, only because 
of the fact that I'm used to 
what we have now, so I've ac-
cordingly planned my work 
and vacations l0 that. I guess 
since they've arranged it, I'll November." 
have to get used to it all over . 
again." 
~::!.\ 
Sally Beneman Soc. '81 
"I like it. I think the idea is 
very good due to the fact that 
the time October break is 
scheduled, people are uptight. 
It will ~er\e as a break for the 
long stretch between Septem-
ber and Thanksgiving • Our 
long Thanksgiving vacation 
u~ually isn't good for most 
students because their friends 
from home usually aren't 
around and they have nothing 
to do." 
., 
' . i.);· 
~-
Jennifer Miller Plan. Stud. '80 
"I think it's really good, I 
think people need a break 
Jetwecn 12 weeks of classes. 
By the time we have regular 
Thanksgiving break, people 
arc ready to scream because so 
much work ha-s piled up and 
you only have two weeks to 
catch your breath before 
final,." 
• ~ Steve Beck Undec. '82 
"1 think it's a great idea 
because the period from Sep-
tember to Thanksgiving is too 
,<> - "-'- long of a stretch and this will 
Bill Shatz Health Adm_in '80 break up the monotony of 12 
"I think that, I don t care, weeks of clas~es. The five day 
became I won t be here next breaks won't give you as long 
year." 
vacatiom, ~o you can't go on 
trip, to Florida or 
·-~ ..... ,__ somewhere.'' 
THEITHACAN October 11, 1979 
EDITORIAL 
Tlw Pdito~iul i~ writtPn und publiMlll'd with tht• upprovul of II majority of tlw cditorinl bonrcl. 
There are institutionalized methods of student influence on this campus. Student Gover-
nment, Student Congress, departmental committees and all-campus committees are input 
points for students. Somehow, these conventional methods fall short of their expectations; 
committees are formed within committees, which only prove to be as bureaucratically slow 
and problematic as the U.S. government or our own ·administration. Most students don't 
participate or they leave the work to others. 
Even the unconventional methods of influence are subject to apathy. Students always 
seem to delight in rallies, demonstrations and sit-ins; these are overt displays of activism, in-
volvement and power. How influential these activities are, is difficult to estimate; there are 
too many variables involved, from the number of students participating, to the overall at-
mosphere of that year or semester. 
The excitement or tension sensed at any of these events is a draw for those students who 
hang on the margin between apathy and activism. But that margin is wide and it sometimes 
takes a miracle to cross it. , 
It is hard for us to understand why a student wouldn't want to get involved in his/her own 
life. Our school is small enough to allow for extensive communication between the ad-
.ministration or faculty and the students, in regard to their living and learning systems. 
Whether you 're here four months or four years, students should take advantage of this op-
tion to steer their social and educational guides more toward their interests. 
Last year, after the students settled into the flow of work and play at Ithaca College and 
after the organizations made their plans, issues of controversy surfaced in discussion, 
motions passed, letters sent, rallies, demonstrations and sit-ins. As mentioned before, all 
these methods have their drawbacks, rooted in apathy. 
We are at that point when the students are settled and the organizations have plans. To in-
sure that apathy doesn't negate the positive, more students must raise their voices in 
agreement, disagreement or defiance. As students, we are taught to desire control over our 
own lives - we must insist upon it. 
Corrections: 
The Soccer team'~ record 
(sec Bud. ad on p. 17 - IO/ 4 / 
79) was I - 2, not 2 - I. 
Administrator-; arc nut on 
the Board of Trustees (seep. I 
- 10 / 4 /79) 
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OpEds & Letters 
To the Ed, 
I feel compelled to respond 
to John Mills' letter in last 
week's Ithacan which 
criticized the printing of a 
navy-nuclear ad in the paper. 
There is a difference between 
copy and ads. The fact that the 
Ithacan is both a newspaper 
and a business must be under-
stood. This duality, however, 
does not necessarily create 
mediocrity or inconsistency. 
The purpose of an ad is to 
inform and pursuadc people to 
patronize the advertiser. Ad-
vertisements are paid for, and 
their content is not under the 
jurisdiction of the editorial 
board, Each week, many ads 
appear for establishments that 
I personally choose not to 
patronize. I firmly believe that 
it is my responsibility to in-
clude these ads in the paper. It 
is the duty of the Ithacan to in-
form the college community, 
regardless of my personal con-
victions. It is up to each in-
dividual to deal with the in-
formation as they sec fit. 
Copy constitutes news, 
features, op-eds, editorials; 
and letters. With the exception 
of op-eds and letters, copy is 
edited to adhere to Ithacan 
policies. One of these policies 
is to strive for non-sexist 
language. Copy policies do not 
hold true for ads. 
Mills' letter criticized the in-
clusion of a pro-nuclear ad in 
the same issue as an anti-
nuclear article. The point is 
that the two cannot be com-
pared. 
I also wish to clarify my per-
sonal views on the subject. 
Although Mills feels that the 
responsibility of the Ithacan is 
•n abide by the morals of its 
editors, I believe that the 
responsibilfry of the Ithacan is 
to inform the college com-
munity. 
While I do not personally 
agree with either the navy or 
the nuclear industry, I know 
many people who firmly 
b·elieve in the necessity of both 
and the safety of the latter. I 
contend that it is neither my 
right nor my jurisdiction to 
legislate my morality over 
others. 
Last week, Mills stated that 
"the Ithacan not only has the 
right to decide what ads it will 
print, it has a responsibility to 
apply its sense of morality 
wherever such applications morality. we would be derelict in our 
will better serve the com- The purpose of the Ithacan, duties by not printing the navy 
munity it represents." First of or any newspaper, is to inform ad. Sincerely, 
all, the Ithacan is a the community, not withhold Bruce Morosohk 
newspaper-, published in- or censor material. I believe Photography Editor 
dependently by the students of 
Ithaca College. We are not :•••••••••••••••&•~••••••••~••••••: 
here to represent the com- e ~e, 1>'<v o 
munity, but to inform it. More e ~e <oO G 
o ~-~ e importantly, who gives us (the O ~1> ·:4~'\ ~ o 
Ithacan editorial board) the o \~?J. "e,\.'- ~'\":, ~ 0 G 
right to decide what is best for : ~e,~'\ ,n'(e,":,e r~~~o : 
the community? Furthermore, 0 <:::,'\v,.v Y .\.' '-'-'U' o
0 whose sense of morality do we & ~\)v 
A • Q 
use? Should the majority of .., • 0~~ 
nine individuals decide what is : 
right for several thousand? I c 
say no, we must let everyone <J 
h . e decide based on t e1r own 0 
: Wednesday 
: October 17, 1979 
: Ford Hall 8 p.m. 0 
: 0 
••••••••••••••••••••••••••••~••oeo 
~~l\~,. ~ 1rv_:· ~ j,-.:..,1:,...,, ,..:;;;, SATURDAY NIGHT L."Aubcr!lc du Cnchon Rou~c 1, introdurn1~ a nc" TABLF D'HOTE \lENU in addition to 1i~ regular menu F:ach wee~. ~tarting \1ond.i) for 58.50, ;ou arc rnrd1all; 111\1ted to enim l '•\ubergc', nev. menu, "luch "ill be pubh1hcd here "eek!, The menu ,tart1n!! 
,,,_ ·-'~~it2{)··· 
FRIDAY EVENING -
(served from 6:00 to 10:00) 
STEAMSHIP ROUND OF BEEF 
carved by your command 
SEAFOOD NEWBURG 
GAZEBO CHICKEN 
VEGETABLES * RICE PILAF 
ASSORTED SALADS & RELISHES 
SOME SWEET THINGS 
• • • ONL V $6.95 * • * 
• FREE CARAFE Of WINE * 
• KEEP COMING BACK FOR MORE * 
Stay wirh us alter dinner for the best DISCO ,n town 
15 lHE LOVELIEST NIGHT 
OF THE WEEK!!! 
You ,ind your lovely will surely love 
PRIME RIBS OF BEEF 
BURGUNDY WINE 
~erved from 6 00 111 9.00 
510.25 
and then 
stay on and DISCO with your lovely 
td 3 o'clock ,n the mormng111 
•8. RAMADA INN N• 
Downtown/Ithaca, N.Y./ 607 272-1000 
next Monday will be. 
" ~EAPOLITA~ CONSOMME 
FRESH HADDOCK WITH SAHRO!'. SAl:CI·. 
VEGET AHLES 
SALADE VERTE 
POIRES AU VIN ROUGE 
COHEE 
$8.50 
CARAFE'S m HOUSE WIN[ S3 75 
THIS MENU IS OFFERED IN ADDITIO~ TO 
OUR REGULAR ME~U. 
Rc1crvat10111 Plca1c. 273·3464 
1152 Danby Rd. ( Rte %8) 
I 1/, ~hie, South of Ithaca College 
Why "all for a ~rec1al occa,1on to go 1,1 l 'Auberge' 
•• 
VIS,4' 
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Utility Costs Up Consumption Down 
by Linda Levermorc 
Tom Salm, Vice President 
of Business and Emil Polikay, 
Director of Physical Plant, 
both estimate that in 1973-74 
utilities cost the college 
,$484,273 (not including 
budget is 5 .2 percent of 
$1,493,822 (not including 
telephone) of the total college 
budget. 
C 
0 
.;; 
'.l.."' 
~"' 
- :,:: 
r'owc:r co,-s,mrt,:in --
-:o:.t 
., 
/ (:,00 -;; 
0 
Soo ~~ telephone). This figure con-
stituted 2.56 percent of I.C. 's 
costs. This year, the utilities 
· large Stock Of Stuffed Animals 
The Iron Shop 
On the Commons 272-5101 
Salm said that on the 
average, 8.2 percent of each 
student's tuition was budgeted 
for the payment of utilities last 
year. That percentage tran-
slates to approximately $348 
per student. 
'> 3;' .JI 
~"' 
.~; _;o 
0~1'1 / ----, ., .-
/ 
; 
, 
/ 
.., 
1./00 ~ 
,3oc, .;; 
0 
.200 (J 
100 
n 1,'ii 75f-<J 
b.dqet 
:; ~ J<'C~ In 1973 a list of energy-
saving measures, issued by the 
Energy Conservation Commit-
tee, encouraged students and 
helped the college to cut down 
0 11 its use of utilities, said 
Polikay. Although the "energy 
crisis" cased in the following 
year, he commented, I.C. con-
tinued its efforts to minimize 
costs. The effects of LC. 's gas 
and electric consumption and 
rising costs arc illustrated in 
figures 1 and 2. As energy 
costs continue to rise we can 
expect utilities to be a larger 
ja.:s c:on:,,.,,npta.,, __ 
rost ___ _ 
fTheLIVER~ 
TAVERN 
/l,•!ol l>rir1 k.11 An yu:hPN' 
(, ,:nil .'•iu:ak.11 & Spafoml 
JJ ,irm.f'riPndl_y A tmospht•rt• 
"'iinf!-a-1.onp f'ri,l,n·&."'iarunlay 9:.10 
2027 .'-;LATERJ!JLI .. E RIJ. 
ROUTE 79 EAST 
PHONE 539-7724 
Open: 
Tues.-Sat. 
5-1 
percentag~ of our school 
budget, added Polikay. 
Following a tip from the New 
York State Electric and Gas 
Company, the utilities com-
SENIORS 
This Is It, 
Your Last Chance To.am 
.. E ,.~ - - - - -
:::i ....... 
:, 
.t yeo.r of oi I ~,.., !,.i,~? 
pany that services I. C., the 
college increased its utilities 
budget substancially in 1978-
79, said Salm. This infor-
mation allowed Salm to an-
ticipate "'price hikes in utilit:es 
cost due to the decontrol of 
Have Your Portrait 
Taken For The Yearbook 
Sign up for an 
appointment at the 
Information Desk in 
the Union 
October 15-19 
fuel prices. The projected 
price hikes will be 15 perce11t 
this Oct. and 15 percent in 
February of 1980. An ad-
ditional probable price in-
crease of 8 percent next sum-
mer will amount to a 
cumulative increase of 42 per-
cent due to compounding ef-
fects, calculated Salm. (The 
compounding effect refers to 
the percent cf increase relative 
Lo each new current price). 
With the projected lifting of 
all fuel price controls by 1985, 
we can expect further in-
creases, noted Polikay. 
Both Salm and Polikay 
agree that if students practiced 
conservation measures 
outlined by the 1973-74 
Energy Conservation Commit-
tee, they would help to 
'minimize utilities costs. 
I) Turn off room lights when 
leaving a room, be it a 
classroom, lounge, office, 
dorm room, etc. 
2) Use sun light from windows 
instead of artificial light 
whenever possible. 
3) Turn off appliances when 
not in use. . 
4) Turn off stereos and TV sets 
when leaving your room or 
lounge. 
5) Unplug TV sets with instant 
warmups. 
6) Keep windows clo~ed. 
7) Keep exterior doors closed 
wherever_ they exist, ie.Egbert 
Union, Job Hall, P.A. bldg. 
etc. 
8) If your room is uncomfor-
tably-warm, don't open win-
dow~. Notify the Housing of-
.fice, ext. 141. Housing will 
notify someone who will try to 
correct the problem. 
9) If an office or classroom is 
too warm call P.P. office ext. 
225 and report the problem 
but do not open your win-
dows. 
* Adm.o 
continued from page 1 -
inacceptable to establish a 
college-wide tenure quota 
because "some departments 
such as history and physics are 
nearly 100 percent tenured, 
while sociology only has one 
tenured faculty member." He_ 
said that Whalen recommen-
ded that tenure "be main-
tained at a reasonable level." 
Borton also said that the term 
"reasonable level" has not as 
yet been defined. 
October 11, 1979 THE ITHACAN Pages 
Fonda & Hayden at C.U. 
by Andrea Herman the political/social relation- Hayden said that before a movement, said Hayden, a War~'' last year. The heads of 
Jane Fonda and Tom ships presently in existence in crisis or a major change, there "unity of sentiment'' has that corporation were able to 
Hayden addressed a full house the U~i~ed States. Any money is a "unity of sentiment.1' This existed before the laws; it is a give themselves pay 
at Cornell's Bailey Hall Satur- received from the $3.50 "unity of sentiment 11 1s part of time when the people say, "we bonuses,purchase property at 
day night, as part of a 50 city/ tickets is going to support the a blueprint, he continued, as are tired of the yokes that arc Pebble Beach, California and 
32 day tour of ten states. CED-and the tour, said Fon- evidenced in U.S. history since fettering us,'' Aspen, Colorado, among 
Their presentation focused on da. the American Revolution. "We are at one of those other things, she noted. 
the Campaign,Jor Economic "We have become convin- Through the Civil War, the times again," said Hayden.1' That same feeling of being 
Democracy, a California- ced in California," said women's suffrage movement, 'We have an empty set of doc- expendible is evidenced by the 
based organization - that Hayden, "that what we're the labor movement, the anti- trines ... We can only make predicament of those living in 
promotes renewable energy heading into is a crisis that war movement of-the 60's and things worse by trying out the area surrounding Three 
resources and an alternative to doesn't have a arallel...~' the environmental remedies of the past." Mile Island, said Fonda. "l 
' 
.~ 
Tom Hayden and Jane Fonda Photo by Bruce Morosohk 
Things arc different, he haven't seen face~)ike that 
said, we are, in an "era of since I was in Hanoi. 
restraints ... energy is exp en- The approaching crisis that 
sive, the world is not our Hayden referred to is a "crisis 
backyard .. ? According to continued on page 14 
Hayden, we have a "structure • - .. - _._ - a1 111111 
that can bring about the a Phone BOOLS 
destruction of this country. i ... II 
This structure is the giant cor- ~ for flOWerS ffl 
poration. tt I.ii 209 N A St n 
Fonda discussed how this i 2i2-~f ~ . 111 
structure makes the workers 11- - - • - - • - .J 
and citizens of this country 
feel "expendibie.>1 She cited 
the clerical workers at 20th 
Century Fox who were asked 
to take a 1/J pay cut. That film 
company, said Fonda, made 
$403 million from "Star 
~-=}··-:-.· ... ~·~~··········,····_a~••!.• ........... •.• 
~t·o\iilN···r Axn~ 
l 272-2606 ~ i: TIME CALLS DESIRED ~ 
~ 24 hour Service ~ 
:-::-:;.::-:::::-::-::-::.::-::.;:;;,,;;.;;-:;-::-:;..:~:,.::..::-: 
******************* i( ! 
i( The Student Activities Board is 'f' 
i( looking for a photographer to cover all * 
i' S.A.B. sponsored programs. Anyone lt 
i' interested should contact Ann Cohen, lt-
i( X3315 or stop in the Student Gov't * 
i' Office. * 
•. * 
···············~)pl.· 
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The China D9ll photo by Alan Friedman 
Unique 
Management Intern 
MBAProgratn 
This outstanding educational plan involves six months 
of classes followed by a six-month 1nternsh1p of 
paid professional work experience then nine more 
months of classwork 
The 1nternsh1p concept. which Northeastern pioneered. 
gives you practical real-world experience 1n your own 
field of interest It helps you pay for your education 
And 11 often leads to 1mpor1ant contacts for the future 
Classes begin 1n June and January 
r----------------------------------------------, 
: For further 1nforrnat1on. send to: 1f C : 
1 Susan V Lawler ..U. o o 1 
: I 
1 Coordinator Management Intern Program 
1 Graduilte Schoel of Business Adm,n1strat1on 
Northeilstern Un1vers1ty 
360 Huntington Avenue 
Boston Massachusetts 02115 
Clas; 
Add re;, 
C...',!} ____ ----------·- Stale _____ -------· _ ZIP _________ _ 
I 
~---------------------------------------------
:el~ Northeastern University 
Evan Picone CGd1 1rov Slacks c?:;_ Blazer 
m Gallery 121 i--r ,d01S iii 8 Devl,',n rviall 
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Cornell Gets Dope Boat 
ITHACA,NY ,(CPS)--Critics 
who attribute the revival of 
ROTC (Reserve Officers 
Training Corps) enrollment to 
slick marketing and excessive 
pandering to student tastes 
have something new to note: 
Cornell Naval ROTC's recen-
tly-acquired 50-foot yacht, 
The China Doll. 
What makes the China Doll 
a little different is that it was 
stopped by the Coast Guard in 
international waters last 
spring. In the hold were 
"several tons of marijuana," 
ROTC Commander Joseph 
Quigley told the Cornell Daily 
Sun. 
Normally the boat would 
have been returned to its 
owners after an investigation, 
but the owners, as Quigley 
puts it, "were a little uneasy 
about sticking around to see 
what happened." They are 
still missing. 
Quigley had heard about 
such stranded boats and 
badgered the Navy into giving 
the China Doll to Cornell's 
ROTC. "There's no better 
way to train someone in good 
seamanship than on a 
sailboat,'' Quigley asserts. 
Students seem to like it too. 
"Now," a midshipperson told 
the Sun, "instead of smelling 
the sea air, we can smell some 
weed." 
Resume Book Planned 
by Mark White 
A Resume Book is being put 
together by the Office of 
Career Planning. The book 
will be composed of resumes 
of those students interested in 
a career in business. 
According to Tom Grape, 
an intern in Career Planning, 
"the purpose of the book is to 
allow corporations to view 
potential personnel while 
broadening job opportunities 
for Ithaca students." Grape 
said it will be sent to a variety 
of companies depending on 
·the ·interests of these students 
who contribute their resume. 
He said, "If many students 
show an interest in advertising 
or marketing, then the book 
will be sent out to many adver-
tising and marketing firms." 
Grape also said that "the book 
will be sent to a variety of fir-
ms predominantly in the Nor-
ITSFOR 
YOU ..... 
please call 
274-3207 
x20T 
theast.'' 
This is the first year a 
resume book has been put 
together at Ithaca. According 
to Grape, "this type of boo!< 
is usually put together by 
graduate schools; Ithaca will 
be one of the first un-
dergraduate schools in the 
country to have such a book." 
The book will be composed 
of individually written 
resumes. Each student is held 
responsible to submit 100 
copies of their resume. Grape 
added that there were no 
restrictions of color or graphic 
work, as long as each page was 
. a standard size, 8 ½ by 11. Af-
ter all the resumes have been 
received, Career Planning will 
bind them along with letters of 
introduction from Career 
Planning and the Ad-
ministration. Grape estimates 
the cost to be between $15 and 
$20 per student. 
Any student interested in 
submitting a resume should 
contact the Career Planning 
Office on the first floor of 
Gannett Center. 
1979 
CAYUGAN 
CLEARANCE 
SALE 
-
What's left of our stock of 
1979 yearbooks will be up for 
grabs next Tues. and Wed. Oct. 
16-17 from 11 a.m. to 4 p.m. in 
the Union Lobby. Priced below 
cost at ·s 11.so. 
*Everything Must Go* 
Underclassmen orders for the 
1980 Cayuga.n will also-be taken. 
'. ' , '· '· ,.,.· · ... ·. . ·. •. ~- . 
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Cars-Bram' Rev'Cornell 
by Eva Grodberg 
I still don't -know why I 
liked the Cars. Their music 
has no complexity and their 
lyrics arc all about "girls." 
But they're fun ... 
A very dramatic opening 
preceeded the Car's arrival on 
stage this past Sunday at Bar-
ton Hall. Scrims and lighting 
were used to enhance their en-
trance and the opening notes 
of 'their first song, "Let the 
Good Times Roll''. Leather--
RicOcaseK 
clad Ric Ocasek, lead the band 
through the repetitious num-
ber with his strong voice, while 
drummer David Robinson ac-
centuated the song with a 
pronounced drum beat. 
Keyboard player, Greg 
Hawkes, did a few good solos 
in "Buy My' Love", another 
I c1111n"·,· 111//1a111\ 
of the Cars more well-known with such believability that I'g. 
songs. He later played a really can almost visualize him Q. 
spacey synthesized introduc- mooning over the 17 year old~ 
tion to "It's All Mixed Up". girl he describes in that song.;. 
Towards the end of th_at song, On "Take What You~ 
he also played sax, which was Want", a new song by the;:i 
unfortunately drowned out by band, lead guitar player, Elliot '.!l 
the rest of the band. Easton fully displayed his~ 
The Cars performed talent on guitar. While in the~ 
material from their first past, he played- rhythm with&'. 
album, "The Cars" and their Ocasek and Orr, he really'::i 
newer release, "Candy-0"-. stood out in this new song. 
Such hits as "Best Friend's When the Cars returned on 
Girl", "Gotta Lot in My stage for their encore, Orr 
Head" and "Just What I 
Needed" were all covered with 
the same precision and control 
that the Cars produce on their 
albums. 
Bassist Ben Orr, took the 
lead on "Night Life". He, 
like Ocasek, has a strong 
voice. He spouts the Ivric~ 
'g. thanked Cornell and then in-
~ traduced the next song, 
~ "You're All I Got Tonight." 
~ As the Cars performed t-he 
~ song, I began to wonder if that 
;:i choice of songs was a message 
'.:!J to the audience. 
~ Special effects were used to 
~ their best capacity. The use 
~- of a scrim as a backdrop was 
::i quite effective. The syn-
chronized lighting enhanced 
the Car's performance too. 
Bram Tchaikovsky had the 
"privilege" of opening the 
set for the Cars. I say 
"privilege" because the 
audience was so enthusiastic 
with anticipation for the Cars 
that Bram could have stood on 
the sta e and read the New 
Cat on a Hot Tin Roof 
Octnhcr 17 IX. ,111d 21 
Rc\Cr\ ;11 llllh. 27..i 322-+ 
The Dillingham Center for the Performing .-\rt-. 
Ben Orr 
Elliot Easton 
Their first song, "Plug 
Line", was -dedicated to 
people who ride motocycles. 
Next was "a song dedicated to 
the 'girls' in the audience." It 
was appropriately titled 
"Lady From the U.S.A". 
"Girl of My Dreams", the 
The concert itself was 
disappointing. However good 
the lighting techniques - the 
sound in Barton Hall was 
terrible, worse than any other 
concert I've attended there. 
~ From the moment the light 
went out before Bram 
II 1979-80 Season York City phonebook - and 
the crowd still would have 
loved it. 
band'srecent hit, was featured 
• J.C. Students $1.00 
ITH-
COLLEG 
THEATR 
The band is Bram and Den-
nis Forbes on guitar, Mickey 
Broadbent on bass.. and Keith 
Boyce on drums. They play 
very basic new-wave rock 'n' 
roll in an energetic and tense 
style. 
JOIN US ON FRI. & SAT. FOR LATE 
NIGHT MUNCHIES TILL 3 a.m. 
-=-----tAT-YOUlt 
HtAltT ~ 
OUTc~ 
t.·,a. I '17'1 111, Au~•ra ~I. 
Large Eggs 
Pancakes 
Salads 
Hot&Cold 
Sandwiches 
Stews 
21.\.•1•1ss 
and well-received by the Tchaikovsky took the stage, to 
audience. My favorite was an the time the lights went on 
unexpected version of the following the Cars' second 
Monkees' "I'm a Believer". encore, the aisles, the area 
Being an old Monkees fan, I between the first row and 
found the image of Bram stage and even the' individual 
Tc~aikovsky to be quite in- rows of seats, were crowded 
consistent with both the with people. During the in-
Monkees and the son ri s. . termission between bands, a 
"g. spokesperson for the Cars 
~ threatened that theband would 
c::J- not take the stage until 
everyone was seated. ~ However, this warning was 
;:i issued once, with no follow-
~ up. To my knowledge, neither 
~ Cornell Concert Commission 
~ nor Security made any attempt 
. 's· to seat the cre>wd. There was 
· literally no control at all, 
which caused many people to 
be discouraged with the con-
' cert.
-H&H 
LIQUOR AND WINES 
YOUR HOME AWAY FROM HOME 
WITH FRIENDLY SERVICE 
CWSEST UQUOR SWRE 
1DLC. CAMPUS 
218 ON THE COMMONS 
"Featuring the Finest Selection of N. Y .S. WLes" 
DELIVERIES 272-2111 
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ffiUZ-hOCI~/ Robert Fripp-Exposure 
albums availahlc at '"'"~~~J~ .Y1:~~\"f,100,1 
by David O'Flahcrty of the lyrics by Daryl Hall 
Since his days with King (Hall and Oats). This 
Crimson, guitarist Robert · somewhat normal and ia;J. 
Fripp has been a leader in the back song portrays the 
field of progressive rock. schizophrenic personality of 
EXPOSURE has been a step the album. 
further. The next tune, a slow blues 
At the album's onset, Fripp called "Chicago", ~tarts as if 
tells an interviewer he would it is going to stay with the 
like to play some of his new mood set by the previous song, 
music, which is a bit more until the vocalist come~ in with 
"commercial" than his older some monotone, punk-rock 
tunes. Immediately following style vocals, which in this case 
is a tape containing a throw- detract from the sentimental 
together chorus singing way- lyrics. The album seem~ to 
out chords accompanied by pride itself in the strange twiqs 
piano. it takes from song to song, but 
Suddenly, a distorted guitar on "Chicago" the vocals seem 
lays out a rhythm which bursts to put the song to it's grave in-
into a modified blues called stead of making it mysterious. 
"You Burn Me Up, I'm a Bursting out in fast King 
Cigarette". From here on in, Crimson style is "N.Y.3", a 
sanity is out of the question. raw rocker with understated 
Next, the instrumental song, "lyrics", in which a pregnant 
"Breathless" takes off at a daughter argues viciously with 
powerful pace, with chord her parents, who only seem to 
structures and weird time care that their daughter is a 
signatures reminiscent of King "cocaine sniffer, and that she 
Crimson. Powering the song is pregnant with what 
is Narada Michael Walden could either be 'a nigger', 'a 
(Mahavishnu Orchestra) on spic', or a white baby. 
drums, who goes absolutely Eventually the daughter tells 
nuts. the parents, "My house, well 
After this comes get out, there's the door", as 
"Disengage", an energy-filled the music frantically and 
discordant rocker with some abruptly ushers them out. On 
obnoxious singing by one of this tune, as with much of the 
the album's many vocalists. album, the music intensifies 
Although insulting at first feelings of hatred, making the 
listening, the vocals reflect the song a type of musically ex-
intense hatred for upper class pressiomst1c nightmare. 
values as experienced by a Fripp's genius in such a stylP 
rich off-spring. enables him to pull this off to 
· "Disengaged" quickly fade~ perfection. 
exemplifying Fripp's refusal to Once again, the music 
follow standard production swings back into a ballady 
procedures on this album. tune, "Mary". which features 
This - move is not un- some pleasant playing by 
professional, but rather in Fripp, a flowing melody, and 
context with the mood of the great interpretation of the 
album. lyrics by a female vocalist. 
The dreamy "North Star" Although a short song; after 
follows, with some mellow a few listenings , "Mary" 
and clean chord playing by proves to be a minor classic. 
Fripp and emotional portrayal At this point, if any listener 
LONDON 
CENTER 
ITHACA 
COLLEG\ Interested in studyino for 
a semester at the Ithaca 
College London Center??? 
Then, come to the 
CROSSROADS PARTY '.'.'.'.'. '.'. 
THURSDAY, 8:15 p.m. 
October 11 
in the Union Crossroads 
Chat with fomer particioants 
Slides 
Snacks and Beer 
(l.D. Cards Reouired) 
CnME BY THE OFFICE ANYTIME 
t1uller 218 
274-3306 
Applications for Spring '80 
are due October 23rd 
/.uigi'J 
- 91olianC.uiA.i.m 
FINE ITALIAN 
SPECIAL TIES 
SINCE 1949 
272-5080 
109 N. CAYUGA ST. 
DOWNTOWN ITHACA 
(30 SECONDS FROM THE.COMMONS) 
thought EXPOSURE meant 
popularity or air play, the title 
track which opens side 2 
dispels any such notion. To a 
background of Genesis-~tyle 
music, a voice tell., us "it is 
impossible to experience pain 
without suffering", while 
Terre Roche sings/screams r he 
word "exposure". 
Next is "Haaden Two", a 
clever, King Crirmon-type 
rocker which intcr~pcrse~ 
strange tape ~egmenrs, adding 
to the craziness of the ~ong. 
Beginning and ending rhe song 
is a quote, "If you know you 
have an unplca~ant nature, 
and dislike people, this is no 
obstacle for work." 
Following some more taped 
"wcirditics", a sythesizcd 
drone compri~es the entirety 
of "Urban Landscape". Then 
racing in with heart attack ef-
fect is "I May not Have 
Had Enough of Me, But I've 
Had Enough of You", 
another Crimson type ~ong, 
which succinctly) yet round-
aboutly, says "That's the way 
it i,." Such absurdity is com-
monplace on the album. After 
the stud;,, dfect of a needle 
being ,craped across the 
album, a strange tape of a 
scholarly speech is placed over 
the synthesizer in a track 
called "First Inaugural Ad-
dress to the I.A.CE. Sherbor-
ne House." 
Next i~ "Water Musi1: I", a 
short piano and synthc,i1er 
piece which lead~ into "Herc 
Comes the Flood", a tune 
written and ,ung by Peter 
Gabriel. Slow and melodic, 
Gabriel's song and lvrics give~ 
the album a true gem. "Warer 
Song 11" bring, "Herc Come, 
the Flood" to a ~pacey end 
with move synthe~izer drone. 
''Po,t,1:ript" end~ the 
album. This i, Robert Fripp 
ending hi~ interview by telling 
the li,tener that "the story I\ 
untrue", and "A big Hoax". 
Fripp laugh~ and then one 
speaker cmib, "A big IHlax, 
(laugh), a big hoax (laugh)'' 
over and over a, the ,ound 
fade~ out. 
EXPOSURE may take a few 
li,tcning~ to get u~ed to it. but 
once you get into it', \\cir-
dnc,,. the album re\eah it, 
trw: creativity, which 1, a 
breath of fre,h air in com-
pari,on to mo'it of the lame 
rock being churned out thc,e 
day~. 
LUMS & ITHACA COLLEGE = A GOOD WORKING RELATIONSHIP 
Owned by a former 
I.C. student. Lums 
has employment 
opportunities now. 
Please apply. 
------------------~ 
'LATE BREAK SPECIAL• 
10% off your 
Total Bill 
With your I.C. I.D. 
Between 9 p.m.-1 a.m. 
Including Fri. & Sat. 
------------------
Lums will support 
your student 
organization. 
(Plea~e contact us.) 
Lums has a free 
gift for you, just 
show your I.C. ID. 
24 hours · Friday & Saturday 
7 AMtolAM 
· Sunday-Thursday 
Recently Remodeled Dining Room 
Elmira Road, Ithaca 
272-7655 
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Film Rich Kids at the Pyramid Mall Cinema 
by David Lebovitz 
Rich Kids is the latest in the 
series of Robert Altman social 
satire~ of Americana. This 
time it'~ marriage and divorce 
among the wealthy. Directed 
by Robert M. Young, Rich 
Kids i~ a well-made film, but 
in the end i\ pointlc~\ in 
theme. 
When Frann11: (Trini 
Alvarado) notices that her 
father comes home at 6am 
every morning, she realize~ 
that her parent's marriage i~ 
precarious. Jamie (Jeremy 
levy), who~e parents are 
already divorced, shows her an 
escape from her Ii fc at home 
by moving in with him on 
weekends-in hi~ father', 
neglected apartment. Por-
traycd through long 
discussions, these "kids" have 
a cynical view of life because. 
of their parents' constant 
fighting. 
It's hard for the viewer to 
empathize with the characters. 
Although we feel sorry for 
Frannie, her pare11ts arc so 
nice to her that a divorce 
wouldn't really be ~o bad. 
Jamie (who's only 12) takes 
full advantage of his father's 
possessions-such as his 
exotically furnished apar-· 
tment. It's hard to pity people 
whose lives are full of such ex-
travagences. 
All the characters are ex-
tremely well portrayed, 
especially Frannie's parents, 
played by John Lithgow and 
Kathryn Walker. Their 
inability to handle their disin-
tegrating marriage causes dif-
ficulties for them, yet their 
daughter realizes what is hap-
pening and passively lets it 
happen. 
Alvarado and Levy give 
especially noteworthy perfor-
mances. Their comic timing is 
one of the reasons this film is i.t-----------------------------------------------, so amusing. They act more 
mature than the adults, so it's 
easy to see the role-shift bet-
'g. ween the children a~ the 
S2. responsible ones and the 
·~ adults as immature. 
,. ·.:: "= The story itself, however, is 
Where Is Art? 
:,, --· ::i:. 
b)· Lisa Ann Woske all periods of art. The~e in- ·· .~ iS" pointless because there is 
There i, a fine collection of elude American and European ::: nothing new to be said about 
artwork Jt the Herbert F. arts, crafts, drawings, prints divorce which hasn't been said 
Johnson Mu~eum of Art on and photographs, and in countless other films (An 
the Cornell campm. The African, Asian, and Pre- Unmarried Woman, Blume In 
spaciou~ museum was built in Colombfan art work. Love, etc). Instead, the film 
I 973, conceived a~ a teaching When I wandered around should have dealt more with 
resource and a cultural ex- the noors, through galleric~ of the children's indulgences as 
periencc for both students and varying sizes, I ~aw impressive opposed to those of their 
the Ithaca community. tomb figurines and treasure~ parents, which seem inane. 
Jill Chambers-Hartz, from various dynastic~. Under the bleak direction of 
Exhibitions Coordinator, told Statues and paintings from as Robert M. Young, the film has 
me that the Johnson Mmeum early as the 15th century were an eerie tone, as though 
is considered one of the tastefully displayed. I then something morbid is going to 
foremost university museums. moved into the 20th century happen; very reminiscent of 
She attributes this to the area and viewed many bold ----...--• the Film Noir style of a dark, 
varied staff activities and abstract designs. Johnson Museum of Art harsh reality. 
organizations and to the The museum is presently Leather" opens at the are devoted to galleries. On the whole, Rich Kids is 
quality of their collection of designing a catalogue of selec- museum. Cornell University provides an amusing, yet somewhat 
artwork. There are over tions from their holdings and The building itself looks like most operating costs of the discomforting film. One 
12,000 pieces at their disposal - is working towards continually a piano on its side. However, museum, but donors and en- leaves the theater a little 
8,000 of these are prints. The expanding their collection. Chambers-Hartz felt that it dowments. are needed for bewildered, but somehow 
collection spans all eras of art Present exhibitions include resembles a sewing machine. future expansion. There is no more enlightened. It is a hard 
history, from Asian Art to an "Lovis Corinth, German Gr- I.M. Pei, a renowned ar- admission charge, though film not to like, yet it is a dif-
Andy Warhol silbcreen. aphic Master," and "The chitect, designed the I IO foot visitor donations are accepted ficult film to encompass as it 
In the museum's permanent Bridges of Christian Menn." high structure. The museum and the museum is open from has the satiric bite of Robert 
collection are historical and On Oct. 23, Marcia Lloyd's contains 60,000 square feet of IO am to 5 pm Tuesday Altman with a distinctive 
cultural representatiom from "Skin Forms: Innovations in floor space; 20,000 square feet through Sunday. sophistication. r------------------------~ 
I WEEK LONG BOOK SALE! I 
I Beginning October 15 All General Reading I I Bool"is CBool"is You Would Read For Pleasure) Will I 
I Go On Sole At The Bool"istore. Sorry, This Does Not I Include Textbool"is. I I All general reading bool"is We'll also hove another I 
I both poperbocl"i and hordbocl"i of those famous bargain- I 
I can be purchased at 20% off tables with "Vintage" I 
list price. In addition, paperbacl"is at 10¢ a book. I 
I a great choice of quality • • • • • • I 1
1 
paper and hardbacl~ bool""s Best sellers ... IC authors· I 
I 
will be specially to·gged Good reading ... so stop by I 
at savings of 30% - 70% & browse! 
-I off list price. I 
I I 
I THE IC BOOKSTORE BOOKSALE I 
I OCTo 15th m OCT. 21st I 
I 9am-7pmMon-Fri I 
I 9 am - 2 pm on Parents Weekend I 
L------------•-----------J 
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Bonoff: A Rising Star 
Karla Bonoff 
by Eva Grodberg 
It's hard to describe what 
it's like to watch a performan-
ce with feeling that within a 
matter of months that perfor-
mer will be a star. I couldn't 
help but feel that way, when I 
saw Karla Bonoff at the 
Strand Theatre this past Friday 
night (I attended the 11 pm 
show). 
The show opened with 
Bonoff playing the piano. She 
did "Lose Again", a song she 
wrote, but was first recorded 
by Linda Ronstadt on 
"Hasten Down the Wind". I 
was impressed by both her 
keyboard playing and the 
~ound of her voice. 
After the first number, her 
band joined her onstage. She 
then began to play acou'itic 
guitar. Her band itself wa~ 
good, but not outstanding. I 
really liked the drummer, Stan 
Kipper, who·-· maintained a 
5teady synchopated beat 
throughout the show. He was 
a bit loud, however, for this 
type of music. The rest of the 
band was also too loud at 
times, as they tended to drown 
out both Bonoff's voict ,u1U 
acoustic guitar. They 
sometimes added a rockin' 
sound , which was quite dif-
ferent from the more mellow 
music of the set. 
At times, various m-
struments were added to the 
standard guitar, bass, drums 
and keyboard arrangement. 
Werner Kitchen, the guitar 
and backing vocalist, played 
mandolin quite well, although 
he was somewhat drowned out 
by the other mustc1ans. 
Guitarist Ed Black, the only 
musician in the band to play 
on Bonoff's albums, also· 
"tl Ron,tadt. Although I hi, comedy number,. One, One of'Tempchin\ funntl'q 
[ strongly di,liked the song a ,ong about munching out, mome11h came with the e-:-
0 when Ronstadt did it (I've called appropriately "Eat planation ot a ,ong that he did 
~ never liked her gushy, mmhy Some food, Watch TV" had for a friend in Ha\\aii. Thi, 
,,:: sound), I love it when done by the audience in hyqeric~. ",uppmed friend" owned a 
~ Bonoff. She ha~ a more He al,n did a parody of tropical fruit plantation and 
~ natural voice, which give,-the Rohert:1 I lad,·, "Killing i\.lc rcque,ted that Ternpchin do a 
~ song !he haunting feeling that Soft!),'' ,1tl1,111u1ing "killing rnmmercial to promote the 
~ it ~hould have. It is about a me ,oftly " ·!J kung-fu" fruit In place, like ,\u,t,alia. 
~ pro,titute and her need to rather than ''killing me ,oftly Oncl' Tempkin began to per-
~ "jmt have" someone around, with hi, ,ong''. continued to {Jaf!,e .3 0 ~ even if the relation,hip " an 
artificial one. 
p·layed pedal-steel guitar. Bass 
player Brad Palmer and 
keyboard player Chris Montan 
(a 1973 Cornell graduate) 
completed the band. 
Bonoff played such hits as 
"Home", "Isn't It Always 
Love" and "I Can't Hold 
On". She did the title song 
from her new album, 
"Restless Nights" and a ne,v 
single "Trouble Again". 
The highlight of the show 
was Bonoff's rendition of her 
Throughout her performan-
ce, Bonoff wemed quite ncr-
vom. Tim might he attributed 
to the fact that thi, i, the fir,t 
tour ,he', done, where ,he'~ 
received top billing. To\\'ard, 
the end of the ,ho\\', ,he did 
begin to !omen up and boogie 
around the ,tagc. 
When reappcuing for an 
encore, ~he w;_i, iterally O\·er-
whclmed by the audience reac-
tion. It was obviou, to Karla, 
her band, and the audience, 
that ~he was well-loved. I hate 
to use the compari,on, but I 
predict that Karla Bonoff 
could soon be the next Linda 
Ronstadt. 
Ironically, .lack Tempchin, 
who opened the ~ho,v for 
Karla Bonoff, is al,o more 
well-known for the com-
positions he did for other ar-
tist~. Tempchin began hi~ \et 
with "Peaceful Easy Feeling", 
a song he wrote for the Eagle:;. 
He also did "Slow Dancin", a 
,ong he wrote for 
own song, "Someone to Lay .Johnny Rivers. 
Down Beside Me". I say ren- Tempchin, who played 
dition because this song was acoustic guitar ,ang song,; in a 
also previously recorded by variety of genres" his be~t were 
"Works on Poper" 
at Upstairs Gallery 
The Upstairs Gallery will 
present "Worb On Paper," 
an exhibit of four New York 
City arti,ts. The four artists, 
Phoebe Helman, Ted 
Kurahara, .lack Sonenberg 
and Joan Vennurn will be 
,hawing their worh at the 
gallerv from Oct. 17 to Nov. 
10. The Upstair<; Gallery i~ at 
215 N. Cayuga St. in the 
Dewitt Office Comple\. 
Hours: Tue\day-Friclay 11-
4:30 p.m., Saturday 11-1:30 
p.m. 
s .. -mNG I 980 
WASHINGTON SEMESTER 
The American University 
CHIMINAI. JUSTICE• UH BAN AFFAifb 
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Our Salad Bar is overflowing 
with Shrimp, Shrimp, Shrimp . .. 
TU 13ACI\~, 
... but save room for the 
free Sundae Bar for dessert. 
13ACI\~ 
c:,~ ----- .... , ~. 
Corner West Seneca & Albany St. 0 0 .1 6 pack 1.65 pen a, Y 
1T"HAC~, ,.__, --~-; ... 
12 pack 3.29 7, "d · ht Genesee Cream Ale case 6.s1 am - m1 mg 
• 6pack2.09 Miller 12pack4.16 
Pabst Blue Ribbon 
case8.29 
6pack 1.65 
12 pack 3.09 
case 5.98 
Made to Order 
SUPERSTAR 
Sandwiches & Subs 
We're famous for Prime Ribs, 
Steaks, Seafood, & Irish Coffee 
RESERVATIONS 272-6484 
' .. 
.... 
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Sounds/ Music tnformatiOn 
by Steve Fink 
Elton John's new album 
"Victim of Love", should be 
out in the early part of Oct. 
Elton didn't write any of the 
songs on the album and it in-
cludes a disco version of 
"Johnny B. Good". It is said 
the album will appeal to all 
audiences; top 40,. disco, 
rhythm and blues, and rock. 
Pat Simmons and Mike Mc-
Donald of the Doobie 
Brothersdo backing vocals on 
some tracks. Elton is currently 
younger audiences. Animation 
will be used and the bands will 
primarily lip-synch with their 
records or with specially 
prepared musical tracks. 
The show is produced by the 
same people who did the 
movie "Sooner of Later" 
which financially broke Rex 
Smith. It is directed by ""Mid-
night Special" alumnus Tom 
Tubovich, and has Felix Pap-
palardi, formerly of Mountain 
as the musical director. The 
show will feature artists like; 
Kiss, Eddie Money, Stephen 
Stills, the Little River Band, 
Joe Jackson, Rex Smith, Sister 
Sledge, and the resident Hot 
Hero Band. 
"Satisfaction" by the 
Rolling Stones is being re-
released as the single from the 
Apocalypse Now" movie 
soundtrack. 
Blondie will appear m the 
rock 'n' roll comedy movie 
"Roadie" which stars Meat 
Loaf. The movie from United 
Artists will be out next sum-
mer. 
The final mixes are being 
done on the upcoming Little 
Feat album. The album was 
recorded before Lowell 
Geor-ge's death. The finishing 
touches are being done by 
band members. Ray Thom-
pson, Billy Payne, Paul 
Barrare, Billy Youdelman, 
and Eddy Von Soon. 
Eric Carmen has begun 
recording his fourth Ip. 
England Dan and John Ford 
Coley are also working on a 
new album. 
in the· midst of his "Back in D e 
theUSSA"tour. inner 
"Hot Hero Sandwich" will 
debut on NBC Nov. 10. The 
Theater Begins Season 
hour-long show will have a 
different rock artist on each 
week to perform and talk. On 
one show Olivia Newton-John 
performs apd talks with 'a 
psychiatrist about her 
adolescence. The show will air 
at noon and is aimed at 
by Liz Ashbourne 
The Student Activities 
Board Dinner Theater is 
presenting its premier perfor-
mance of the season, a 1970's 
Broadway Musical Review. 
Starting qn Thursday, Oct. 18, 
with a special preview for LC. 
The Snacl" Bar at 
Egbert Union will be 
closed at 2:30 p.m. 
on Monday Oct. 1 5. 
Reopens 7:30 a.m. 
We Tuesday Oct. 16. 
regret any inconven-
ience. 
students and the Ithaca com-
munity, it will continue 
through Parent's Weekend, 
Saturday, Oct. 19 and Sunday 
Oct. 20. 
The show, starring Jon 
Grodeski,John Sabato, David 
Hampson, Mary McDonald, 
Jerold Goldstein and Hoity 
Rhodes, features relatively ob-
scure show tunes, '.'beautiful 
music that deserves to be 
heard", according to director 
Grodeski. The show will 
begin with the opening quartet 
from "Candide" and will in-
clude songs from musicals 
such as "I Love My 
Wife'; "RobberBrideGroom" 
and "On the 20th Century", 
just to name a few. No ad-
mission will be charged for 
this performance. 
I sat in on one of the rehear-
sals and I think that Ithaca 
College students and pa11ents 
are in for a real treat. They are 
an energetic and enthusiastic 
group of talented students and 
I believe they have · put 
together an entertaining and 
fun evening of songs and 
laughter. This will be the .first 
1dinner theater performance 
since ending last season with 
S.A.B. Films 
presents ... 
"Heaven 
Can 
Wait" 
Friday & Saturday 
T-102 Ad01ission $1 
7:00 & 9:30 p.m. 
their excellent and bizarre Look for posters telling you 
production of "The Rocky the times and places. Some of 
Horror Picture Show". the shows being considered are 
This year the SAB Dinner "Piano Bar" and "Starting 
Theater, which is directed by Here, Starting Now". 
Jon Grodeski will work on a The regular season which 
season of musicals. Since the will begin following the special 
Department of Theater Arts is Parent's Weekend show, will 
not producing any musicals be a full dinner theater. There 
this year, the Dinner Theater will be admission (price not set 
offers an excellent outlet for yet), which includes dinner 
anyone interested in being in and a show. 
or working on a musical Jon Grodeski is looking 
production. Auditions will be forward to an exciting and en-
held in the upcoming months. tertaining season. 
d:WNotesFrom 
by Karen Johnston 
A number of performances 
will highlight this week.'s 
schedule in Ford Hall. 
Saturday, Oct. 13 wiil be a 
particularly busy day with 
three individual performan-
ces. The first features senior 
violinist Robert M. Taras. 
Taras will appear in the 
Nabenhauer Room in Ford 
Hall at 1 pm. His program in-
volves quite a variety. He'll 
open with "Suite Italienne" 
by Stravinsky .Following that, 
Taras will te~m up with a 
second violinist, Joan Var-
tanian, to perform "44 Violin 
Duets" by Bartok. Singer 
Bonnie Kast will also appear 
with Taras as they perform 
"Suite for Voice andViolin" 
by H. Villa-Labos. The 
program will close with a 
major work by Kabelevski 
"Concerto in C Major'.'. 
Elizabeth Thomasson will ac-
company on the piano. 
A second violin recital is 
slated for 7 pm, also in the 
Nabenhauer Room. Violinist 
Amy Bemis will perform a 
Bach sonata, "The Lark 
Ascending" by R. Vaughan 
Williams and "Concerto No. I 
in G minor" by Max Bruch. 
Carol Baer will accompany 
Miss Bemis on piano and har -
psicord. 
Ford 
The third performance 
scheduled for this Saturday, 
takes place at 8:15 pm in the 
Walter Ford Auditorium. This 
recital will feature two mem-
bers of the Music Depar-
tment's Faculty: Tenor, Dr. 
Edward Swenson and Mary 
Ann Covert on piano and har-
psicord. Their program will 
feature Italian songs by 
Scarlatti, Caldara, and 
Giovanni Legrengio. Also, 
songs by Gustav Mahler, 
Franz Schubert and Paolo 
Torti. They will also perform 
works by Gluck, Jules, 
I\1assanet and Lalo. 
The. last recital scheduled 
for this week is Monday Oct. 
15 at 8: 15 p, in the Walter 
Ford Auditorium. Dr. Steven 
· Mauk will perform -on both 
the _ soprano and alto 
saxophone wit 1 Mary Ann 
Covert on piano. Both artists 
are faculty !riembers of the 
Music School. Among the 
works to be performed on 
their program are "Sonata for 
Alto Sax and Piano" by 
Marilyn Shrudez a sonata
1 
by 
Poulenc and Glick's "Suite 
Hebraique". The program will 
close with "Concerto for Alto 
DSax" by Paul Creston. 
This week's performances 
are ~u free and open to the 
public. 
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by David Lebovitz 
As you drive through 
Watkin's Glen, around Lake 
Keuka and up the rocky access 
road, you know you're in for 
quite an experience-the Bully 
Hill Winery. 
tasting balcony overlooking 
Lake Keuka. Here you can 
relax and enjoy several hard-to 
-find Bully Hill wines. Such 
varities sampled may include 
Seyval Blanc, Rose, BacoNoir 
or Champaigne, all in 
generous quantities. After-
wards, a stop in the tun-
THE ITHACAN 
chroom may be in order to 
sober up the driver and 
prepare for the scenic ride 
home. 
Aside from the excellent 
wines the company produces, 
Walter Taylor is a fascinating 
personality. Now facing court 
battles over the use of his own 
name, he stands to lme a 
sizable amount of money ·(and 
possibly his winery and his 
profits). Each bottle the com-
pany produces bears the 
distinct ivc taste of a Bully Hill 
wine-clean, pure and 
refreshing. A visit to Bully 
Hill is a marvelous way to 
October 11, 1979 
spend a free afternoon bv the 
lake and ~ip some wine. · 
To Get There: 
Take Rt 79 to Watkin\ 
Glen, then follow the sign~ to 
Hammondsport. The Bully 
Hill Winery is on Grcyton H. 
Taylor Memorial Dri¥e. (607) 
868-3610. 
The New York Finger 
Lakes region is one of the few 
wine-making communities in 
the world. Aside from the 
Taylor Wine Co. and Great 
Western, there are quite a few 
small wineries which ex-
clusively produce wine by 
natural and old-fashioned 
methods. 
*Fonda and Hayden 
continued from page 14 
Fonda, who won academy 
awards for her performances 
in "Klute" and "Coming 
Home", is going to be 
producing and acting in a 
comedy with Dolly Parton 
titled "Office Workers". The 
subject of this film is female 
clerical workers who fantasize 
about killing their boss, said 
Fonda. 
Hayden, founder of SOS at 
the University of Michigan, 
who ran for the U.S. senate in 
California and was defeated, 
presently chairs the California 
Solar Council. 
Fonda and Hayden arc 
married and live in a solar 
home in Santa Monica, 
California. They a!so run a 
solarized children's camp. 
"You don't think we'd come 
here and preach solar without 
having one, do you?" said 
Hayden. 
Questions were in abundan-
ce, but the discussion had to 
be ended because Fonda and 
Hayden were scheduled to at-
tend a reception. "We will be 
back," said Fonda. 
The ride up to the Bully HiJI 
Winery is only the beginning 
of a pleasant journey. Owned 
by Walter S. Taylor, of the 
Taylor wine family, Bully Hill 
produces bottles of 100 per-
cent New York State Wines in 
his small winery. -Taylor uses 
no water, grape juice, grain 
alcohol or California grapes, 
like many major wineries do; 
he proudly states this on his 
corks which bear the slogan 
"Wine Without Guilt." In-
cidentally, Taylor is generally 
on hand to greet tourists and 
visitors to his winery and will 
openly tell of the lawsuits 
currently brought against him 
by Taylor Wines (owned by 
Coca-Cola, Inc.). 
*Chemicals 
ex-
the 
"specially constructed lockers ~·1 ------------------------
The tour guide, very frien-
dly and slightly tipsy, will take 
you through the vineyard itself 
to examine the different 
grapes-Baco, Seyval,. Aurora, 
Foch and others, which are all 
hand-picked for proper 
quality control. After the 
vineyards, you are shown the 
pressing platform, where two 
French pressing machines peel 
and seed the grapes. 
co111i1111ed on page I 
Science Building for 
periments . He said that 
chemicals arc kept 
just for that purpose." A .._-. l AT l c 
Withiam speculated that the ...,- J • 
in chemical might have had an 
"overlong shelf life" and was G " ~-o ~ LJ 
The vat room is indoors and 
you can view the huge oak 
casks, in awe of the vast quan-
tities of wine within. Here, the 
entire wine-making process is 
explained, including Bully 
Hills unique method of 
clarifying and fermenting. 
The final stop is the wine-
•DeWitt Mall 
•ethmc night 
on Sunday 
daily special 
$1. 65-$1. 90 
*Bonoff 
at Strand 
continued from page 9 
form "Mango of Love", 
laden with sexual con-
notations, I realized he could 
have made up the whole story! 
He was also well received by 
the 1!Udience, to the point of 
being called out for an encore. 
He ended with his "Already 
Gone" another song that he 
wrote for the Eagles. For an 
encore, he did a beautiful 
song, with touching lyrics and 
no comic relief. 
0 273-9610 
fine international and ori inal cuisine 
Make your room 
anOasiso 
• ~\. 0 Tropical Plants and 
THE 
Lush Hanging Baskets 
°Fresh. Silk. and Dried Flowers 
PLUS: Bamboo. wicker and rattan chairs. 
tables. hampers. baskets. blinds. mirrors. 
Straw nigs. Decorating access0ries. 
Dinnerware. mugs .. and many exciting 
gifts! 
PLANTATION ~ 
., 114 Ithaca Commons•27:{-72al 
Thurs , Fn till 9 pm •Snmlay 11-4 
. . ,., ..... . 
"not rotated properly." 1-1 ,::, r, 
This is "no big deal," said 
Withiam, "it happens all the ~R-t~~T-A.....-.U~T_N-__ T ___ _j\. 
time." when dealing with l 1 ~ ~ \lea 
chemicals. According to 
Robert Hults, Life Safety Of-
ficer, there has not been a 
similar situation at Ithaca 
College since 1971. 118 W. S1a1,, Str,.,,,, :2 -:2 - ·> -,, '-,,,~) 
Greyhound's quick cure 
for the book 
blues. 
The t)ook blues Its those sleepless 
· 11gt1ts w1tt11,,1s1ons of exarr1s. pop tests 
ancl requ1recl reaclinQ ciar 1c1ng tr1rouqh 
vour t 1eacl Tt1e\' :ust won I qo aw-a,,, 
But vuu cc111 with Greyt1rnmci 
Take off it11s 'Neekcnc I v1s1t vour 
ta1T11ly see vour trier 1c.ls JLJS1 CJ et 
out of :own anc.l leave tt1e l;ook 
t)lues bet111Kl It c1ocsn t cost r11uch 
ann 1t II cio you a worlcJ of qooc l 
So 1f you ve CJOI the book tJlues. ~et 
011 a Grevhounci anci sr:il1t Its a ciu1ck cure 
for what ails vou 
To One-Way Round-Trip 
New York $25.00 $28.00 exc. 
Phi la. $22.55 $42.85 
Buffalo $7.35 $14.00 
Rochester $4.60 $8. 75 
Long Island- $25.00 $28.00 exc. 
Depart 
5 X's a day 
3 X's a day 
5 X's a day 
6 X's a day 
2 X's a day (Pr.~~ .... SL,DJCC' 't) cna• li..~l\ I Hempstead ________________________ _ 
GREYHOUND 
whereyou 
-u, ... 
710 West State Street 272-7930 
GO GREYHOUND 
_. ': ! : :i ~ : ~ • , ... ;:. • ~ • 
/ 
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Ewing Clinic Improves Speech_ 
by Coleen Hurl; 
·1 he Sir Alexander Ewing 
Speech and Hearing Clinic , 
located in the basement ol 
Lyon Hall, is a service 
provided for people of aJI ages 
with communication dif-
ficulties as~ociated with lear-
ned behavior, birth defects, 
brain damage, hearing loss, 
and other disabling con-
ditions. Its goal is to help 
these people achieve a more 
sati~fying and more readily 
understood spoken com-
munication. 
Under the auspices of 
Jacqueline Green-Smith, who 
is the clinical supervisor, the 
clinical staff, including some 
students from the Speech 
Pathology department, work 
to help the individual with 
their communicating 
disability. After the initial ob-
servation and assessment of 
the individual's problem. 
H< ;t JS(: of Shalimar Indian Bedspreads Colorful spreads loomed in 
India of 100% cotton. 
Twin, 72"xl08" $6.95 
Full, 90"xl08" $8.95 27l79N 
0 Ithaca Commons 
°ဿ Community Corners 
r 
~-- 'I! 
\ \< 
[. 
1 
/ ,' -:-; '/,, /, 
f 
Black 
Brown 
Wine 
SLUSHMASTER reg 30 00 
SLUSHMASTER 1s 100% waterproof 
100% thick pile lined - and - it's great to 
look at' Fold the cuff down - or - tie it up! 
SLUSH MASTER comes_ in the flat heel as 
shown and the dressier 1 ½" heel 
SLUSHMASTER with a selection of winter 
boots by ROSITA OF CANADA are PRE-
SNOW priced at 20% savings! 
he/she is assigned to regular 
appointments two or more 
times a week. Consultations 
with the family of the in-
dividual are also arranged to 
inform and train family mem-
bers in the continuing treat-
ment. Improvement is a 
gradual process, as the in-
dividual often must relearn 
patterns of speech and com-
munication. There is a fee for 
services at the clinic, but quite 
often persons are able to ob-
tain financial assistance, thus 
preventing costs from serving. 
as any real block to speech im-
provement. 
The clinic is open 9 am to 5 
pm Monday through Friday 
and appointments can be 
made by phone or through 
the mail. The clinic serves as a 
means of helping to break 
down the barriers that exist 
between people by improving 
the methods by which they 
communicate. 
*Fonda and Hayden 
continued from page 5 
of power. There has to be a 
change in the power balance" 
~aid Hayden. "We need an 
elected government, a 
democratic government that 
ha, sufficient power to off,et 
the energy indmtry, the seven 
siqers of big oil." 
The first answer, said 
Hayden, is conservation, 
which i'> an "apple pie idci 
The government ha,n 't started 
moving with thi, idea, <,aid 
Hayden becau,c "it i~ not the 
wav our reward w~tcm i, 
val~1cd. 11 Our -~truer ure 
"reward~ waste:' he <,aid. 
According to Hayden, that 
which i'> needed arc renewable 
rc,ource, ,uch a, solar, wind 
and hydro power. There arc 
400,000 ~olar home~ in 
lsracl,said Hayden, and three 
million in Japan. The United 
State~. he added, i<, still 
debating. 
Thi~ pan ~f the lecture wa~ 
followed by a ,tide ~how for 
the Campaign for Economic 
Democracy, a ''grass-rootl 
movement. A solar-powered 
community that i~ trying to be 
energy self-sufficient wa<; part 
of the presentation. 
Hayden made note that a 
company which manufac-
tures solar cell~ wa, bought 
up by an energy company. 
Hayden quoted comumer-ad-
rncatc Ralph Nader when he 
explaine·d corporate adversity 
toward solar enernv. "It falls 
on nch and poor 'aiike~, Solar 
power 1s a decentralized 
energy source, said Hayden, 
contradictory to our present 
system of heavily centralized 
energy sources such as oil. 
Solar energy is being 
deliberately withheld, he ad-
ded. "Americans are being 
propagandized. n ''The 
problem is not technological/' 
said Fonda, "it's politicaP' 
"The petro-chemical' age,J.: 
.. ..,. ... ..,. ______ ._.,. .. said Hayden, "ha, created in-
Jog around the 
new track Sunday 
October 21, 1-4 
Help raise money 
for the United Way 
Sign up in the 
Office of Campus 
Activities. 
fiation,pollution and health 
epidemics. We have to talk 
about a new order of things, 
he continued, "a new relation-· 
ship. We mw,t rewrite the 
contract between the 
American people and the cor-
poration.JI · 
-------------
According to Hayden, there 
mmt be a new definition of the 
Board of Director, and their 
rc<,pomibilities. "They arc a 
.(~ : .s~EET DREAMS 
t ~'Jf,.R, Cotton 
'./~~' _, Euton Mattresses 
i .. - '\ Flannel Sheets o o e 
~- . -~->- -.. -~J 
"The Natural Sleep Alternative" 
in the DeWitt Mall 273-9333 
Begeacres 
Cattlemen's 
The finest ribs available, hand carved, with a variety of portions. 
Named in honor of the prize bulls of Begeacres Farm -
STEAKS-SEAFOOD-LOBSTER TAILS-PRIME RIB 
0 Raw, Steamed 
and Baked Clams 
•Oysters 
•Mussels 
•Shrimps 
SPECIAL ON CLAMS: 
$1.85 per dozen 
Mon.Tues & Wed 4-11 
•LIVE MUSIC 
from the 1940's 10-1 Sat. 
•HAPPY HOUR 
Throw the dice for the price of drinks 
3-6 Daily 
THIRD STREET AT MADISON-ITHACA, NY 
272-9726 
(third street exit off route 13) 
,elf-perpetuating managerial 
clite,'J he said. "This i~ 
royal ism not democracy.'' 
There must be a ne\\ 
definition of the law and the 
application of the law, 
Hayden continued. Cor-
porations must pay the same 
price for their crimes as an in-
dividual who commits that 
same crime, he said. 
Fonda concluded the lecture 
by urging the creation of a 
citizen's movement. Student~ 
can be involved,she ,'1id. "In-
vestigate hO\V YOU! schools 
retirement funds are being in-
vested," she suggested, alluding 
to the possibility of those fun-
ds being invested in apartheid 
countries. 
Fonda and Hayden, 
proceeded to field questions 
from the audience. The thirty 
questions posed ranged from 
the feasibility of ~olar energy 
in cloudy Ithaca ("I haven't 
stopped with ideas that seemed 
remote in the past," said 
Hayden," I see no reason to 
stop now.") to their roles in 
Hanoi and SOS (Students for 
a Democratic Society, 60's ac-
tivist/political .group) respec-
tively. 
According to Fonda, she 
felt a responsibility to go to 
Hanoi because of her acces~ to 
the media. "I'm not afraid of 
controversy," she said, "It's 
important for people like me 
to shake people up." 
Hayden came out of middle-
class America in Detroit with 
no political background. "I 
didn't know a picket sign from 
a picket fence." Tw years 
ago, Hayden was on trial in 
Chicago for anti-war activism. 
He was indicted and later 
cleared on those charges. 
Hayden explained that there 
was a naive idea of "historic 
destiny" involved. The trial 
was a set-up to bring public 
opinion down on us, said 
Hayden. "We didn't really 
know each other," he con-
tinued, but we made a great 
composite, a Black Panther, a 
Yippie ctr . 
' continued on page 13 
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Bonibers Fall To Clarion 
by Mark While 
The Bombers fell victim to 
Clarion State last Saturday in 
their first loss of the season. 
With a final score of 12-10, 
Clarion, the game was close. 
Itha·ca started out strong, 
with a 31 yard field goal by 
Doug Decarr.Clarion's first 
score occured in the second 
quarter with a 37 yard field 
goal to tie the score, 3 all. 
In less than 50 seconds, !C's 
Bob Ferrigno ran one yard for 
a touchdown. Coupled with 
tom Darling's kick, the 
scoreboard at halftime read 
Ithaca IO, Clarion 3. 
Action in the third quarter 
was minimal, it appeared as if 
the Bombers had added yet 
another victory. to their list. 
Clarion's full force was not 
displayed until the beginning 
of the fourth quarter, when 
they ran two yards for a 
touchdown, bringing the score 
to Ithaca 10, Clarion 9. The 
conversion was no. good, 
Ithaca still had a slim lead. 
With 3:54 left on the clock, 
Clarion ran 25 yards for a field 
goal. The remainder of the 
·game was scoreless, resulting 
with a final score of Clarion 
I 2, Ithaca IO. 
Next week the Bombers 
finish off their road trip at 
Springfield College. 
Springfield has a strong team, 
but the Bombers are con-
sidered the favorite. 
Hockey Extends Winning Streak 
by Betsy Koffman 
The Women's Varsity Field 
Hockey team extended their 
undefeated streak to 7-0 as 
they destroyed St. Lawrence 6-
0 last week. Mary Klecha and 
Cathy Foto lead the attack 
with two goals a piece and 
Holly Storms and Patti 
Klecha supplied the remaining 
points. The well-balanced 
forward line excelled as they 
either scored or contributed 
with an assist. Cindy Lawton, 
the most consistent defensive 
player, tackled well, ac-
curately fed the ball and 
photo by Marc Finkelstein 
Jog For United Way 
by Mark White 
AJog·-A-Thon for the Tom-
pkins County United Way will 
.take place on the new track on 
Sunday, Oct. 21. Each runner 
will solicit pledges for each lap 
run. The event is being spon-
sored by the Student Activities 
Board (S.A.B) and the Alumni 
Office. Participation will be 
open to all members of the 
Ithaca College CC1mmunity. 
According w Ann Cohen, 
Chairperson of S,A.B., "the 
purpose of the Jog-A-Thon is 
to raise much-needed funds for 
the United Way." She added 
that "the United Way is an 
area in which Ithaca College 
students have had little or no 
involvement in recent years, it 
offers students an opportunity 
to do something for the people 
of Ithaca." The Tompkins 
County United Way is in-
volvt:Cl m many community 
service projects such as 
Challenge Industries and ser-
vices for the elderly and han-
dicapped. 
Prior to entrance." each run-
continued on page 16 · 
joined the attack, increasing 
the offensive prowess. Karen 
Patterson, in the hole, 
displayed skill when called 
upon. 
Coach Kostrinsky feels her 
team is more superior than 
ever, as they average five goals 
a game while only having had 
two scored against them. 
"The best defensive is having 
a strong offensive.'' Although 
extremely optimistic, she 
remains pleasantly surprised at 
her team's ease in their wins. 
The upcoming games provide 
the real test, and if they 
display their full potential and 
don't get over-confident an 
undefeated season won't be ,, 
far away. 
The next game is today 
against William Smith at 3:30 
rm. 
Soccer Shuts Out 
b)· Andy l"eltham 
Ithaca soccer ha~ had two 
consecutive shut outs in the 
past two games. Last Satur-
day they beat U. Rochester 1-0 
and Tuesday they defeated 
LeMoyne 2-0. The com-
bination of a tight defense and 
an offense that creates oppor-
tunities - the Bombers have in-
creased their record to 5-2. 
The team has now won four 
straight games. Coach Al 
Maccormack contributes their 
recent success to the way "the 
team outplays their opponents 
by hustling to the ball." 
The defense has been a 
strong point in the Bombers' 
last two shutouts. In the goal, 
Bob Thompson has made 18 
saves in the past two games. 
Bob's miraculous saves come 
at key points in the game and 
it has a way of picking the 
team up. These shots didn't 
come easy, as the Bombers 
defense is constantly breaking 
up plays. 
Senior sweepcrback, Don 
Handler, has been playing 
very aggressively. Ralph 
Boegel has been playing ex-
cellently at the right fullback 
pos1t1on. Doug Wallenbeck, 
playing at the top of the def en-
se, is constantly breaking up 
plays. With the performance 
of these four player~. joined 
by Paul Rosow and Bob 
Locke, the defense is un-
beatable.· 
The past two games have 
been played on wet fields and 
it is usually difficult for a team 
to control the game. The 
Bombers offense and midfield 
have managed to overcome 
these conditions. In both 
games the team produced 
many scoring opportunities. 
In the game against Rochester, 
the Bombers outshot U. of R. 
17-8. The Jone goal in that 
game was scored in the first 
half by Kirn Christianson. 
Kirn has been playing very will 
lately and in the game against 
LeMoyne, he scored the 
second goal on an assist from 
Bob Stiles. Kim and Bob have 
been finding the net a lot for 
the Bombers. Bob Stiles 
scored the all-important first 
goal against LeMoyne on a 
feed from Bob Durocher. 
Both these goals came in the 
second half. 
There are several other 
players that should be men-
tioned . because of their out-
standing abilities. Frank 
Caporiccio has overcome 
recent injuries to add a strong 
point in the Bombers midfield. 
Frank positions himself well 
at the top of the penalty area 
for 20-yard blasts. Bill Kapp, 
also in the midfield, control, 
the flow or the game wich hi~ 
smart ~tyle of play. Co-
captains Bob Durocher and 
Auggi Cellitti, along wich 
Hugo Guaglianone. Dan Ber-
nardin and the rest of the 
Bomber squad have pulled it 
all together, and arc playing 
up to their capabilities. 
On the road this weekend. 
the Bombers face the most im-
portant part of their schedule. 
The Bombers arc in sole 
possession of first place in the 
ICAC at 2-0. On Fridav and 
Saturday they face Cla~hon 
and St. Lawrence, two ICAC 
rivals. The hopes of an ICAC 
championship depends on the 
outcome of this weekend. 
World Series Results 
Game 1 
Orioles 5 
Pirates 4 
u...-----------i 
' ·-
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Tennis Pulls 
by Betsy Koffman 
Off to a slow start and un-
der omnious clouds, the 
women's Varsity Tennis Team 
pulled out a 5-2 win over 
Rochester last week. Kathy 
Maguire, playing her pole in 
the number one slot, struggled 
in the second set before wiping 
Dressers, Choirs, End 
Tables. Dishes, Pots & 
Pons. Anything and 
everything for your 
apartment at 
out her opponent 6-2, 0-6,6-2. 
Captains Paula Jones, Janet• 
Smith and Nancy Shme, filling 
out the other single spots, all 
endured through three setters 
before disposing of their com-
petitors. Jones, losing 1-6 in 
the first set, came in very 
strong arid won 6-4, 6-1: 
Terry Madden in the fourth 
singles slot, bowed out after 
three sets to her opponent in a 
close and aggressive match. 
Duo, Sally Rogoi and 
Sherry Scheer, lost 4-5 in a 
second set tie-breaker which 
THEITHACAN 
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resulted in the team's only 
other loss. Their teammates, 
Pam Grayboff and Pam Sh-
·wayder, determinedly thwar-
ted their opponents 6-2,6-1 af-
ter losing the first set 3-6. 
Content with her team's play, 
Coach Carnell feels the tennis 
boom has increased the com-
petition and the standard of 
play. Therefore, every team 
remains a challenge. Also, 
Janis Finn and Laura Brown 
displayed fine tennis as they 
easily downed their opponents 
in exhibition play. The next 
home match is Thursday, Oct. 
18 against Syracuse. 3:30 pm. 
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PERRYS TRASH 
& TREASURES 
615 W. Green St. Baseball Wins :-······ .. ····Fis·H·a·ci:,rNis·;u .... •eo••··1 by Howie Mayer 
appears to be pretty staunch 
this season and if the pitching 
comes around, as it has been 
and promises to do, it appears 
IC may get yet another bid for 
the. NCAA Division III Post 
season tournament and have a 
definite shot at the World 
Series in Marietta this spring. ALL YOU CAN EAT! : The Ithaca Coll~ge Baseball 
: Bombers have been on a tear 
Wed ~----.2::::-~ : of late, beating Cortland St. 
F
&r,·. • $4.49 ;.~-~ ~--~:· _·.\ .  t1.t_:t_[
1
"~ : 10-6 and devastating Utica 19-
• ~~.r ., : 5. The leading hitter 'in these 
: . ._..;.; .... - · A : games was catcher Steve 
: : DeMatties, who went 6 for 9, 
: *Salad Bar --:- including seven runs batted in, 
• Included-'til 10 p .m. : seven runs scored, and three : . 
••••••••••••'•••••••••• •••••••• •••••••••••••••••••••••••= home runs. Other leading hit-
o••• ••••••••••••• ••• ••••••••••• •••• ••••••••••••••••••••••••. ters include centerfielder Rick 
o I • THE . Watts, who batted .600, 
: scoring three times and hit a 
: homer; designated hitter, 
SPORTING GOODS : Mar~ Fagan, going 3 for 4, in--- : cludmg a homer and two RBI, 
COMPANY : and ~econd baseperson Joe Hopkms, who went 3 for 7, 
Now Open 
and 
\ \catering to-the College~~ 
· '6 Student 
® 
23 Cinema Dr. 
MeelS Athletic 
and Recredllonal Needs 
257-7771 • 
WATCH FOR OURGRAND OPENING 
SOON! 
with a triple and four RBI. 
In the Cortland game, the 
Bombers took a 3-0 lead in the 
first mnmg, when Steve 
DeMatties singled in Rick 
Dido and Aeneas 
Dy Henry Purcell 
Dames Hall, Cornell 
Fri. & Sat. Oct. 26-27 8: 15 pm 
TICKETS: 
S4.00 General Admission 
SJ.OD Students. Senior Citizens 
Avoilobleot 
Egbert Union 
Williard Straight Holl 
Hickeys 
Chorol Pre,emouon by D, l\owland llentley 
Cost From I C ·Mimi Fulmer. Jome, Poiione 
Watts and Mark Fagan hit a 
two-run homer. The Bombers 
extended a 5-3 lead in the top 
of the sixth, when leftfielder 
Ted French singled in Joe 
Hopkins and DeMatties 
following with a tremendous 
two-man "blast to deep center 
field. Jim Zumbo pitched the 
first 5 ½ innings for IC and 
was credited with the win, 
while Stan Wantuck went the 
rest of the way, and picked up 
a save. 
After spotting Utica College 
a 5-3 lead after two innings the 
Bombers went on a rampage, 
scoring 16 runs in the final six 
innings, en route to routing 
Utica: The hitting in this game 
was pretty dispersed, with 
DeMatties again leading the 
way with two homers and four. 
RBI. 
The Bomber hitting attack 
*Jog 
continued from page I 5 
1 
-ner is require9 to file a µledge 
card in the Office of Campus 
Activities. Runners may start 
any time after I pm and run 
until 4 pm·. Cohen expects 
several Ithaca merchants to 
donate prizes for runners in 
specific catagories, which have 
yet to be determined. 
Refreshments will be served 
and the event will be aired.live 
by WICB radio. Cohen added 
that "anyone can come down 
to watch, participants don't 
~ave to run, instead they can 
sponsor a runner." 
GO WEST ... -
AT LEATHER EXPRESS 
FRYE BOOTS: 
OVER 45 STYLES 
SIZES 4-13 
0 leatherVests 
0 Leather Jackets 
• Leather Handbags 
• leather Accessories 
. !Western Boots, Belts, and·Hats 
128 The Commons 
273-5806 
Open Mon.-Sat. 10-6 
Thun. Be fri. Nigh~ 'ti~_9 
Udweiser® 
KING OF BEERS® 
ATHLETE OF THE WEEI 
The Ithaca College Women's Hockey Team is undefeated in 
eight games and is more than half-way to the Eastern Regional 
Tournament which will be held at Ithaca on Nov. 16-18. 
Karen Patterson has been a major force behind the team's un-
swerving pursuit of their second consecutive state champion-
ship. She has allowed only tow goals in the last eight games 
while her team has averaged six goals a game. 
In the closest game of their season, against Colgate Univer-
sity, Karen kept her team on top, supporting a persevering of-
fense and a strong defense, to bring her team to a 2-1 victory. 
Karen, a senior phys. ed. major, has been playing hockey for 
eight years, four on the IC team. This is her second year as tri-
captain. 
"She deserved it," said Coach Kostrinsky. "She'll be the first 
one to give credit to the team. She played really well." 
Because of her outstanding performance, the ITHACAN is 
honored to name Karen Patterson as athlete of the week. 
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Announcements 
The Campu~ life Commit-
tee needs: 2 on-campus 
students-at-large, I off-
campus student. 
The Traffic Appeals Commit-
tee needs: I student member 
The Traffic Policy Committee· 
needs: 2 student members. 
If interested in or desire any 
additional information, please 
contact Sally Beneman in the 
Student Government Office, 
X3377 
The Student Government V. 
P. of Communications is 
looking for students that are 
interested in working with 
media on and off campus, as 
well as students who are --in-
terested in public relations 
and other kinds of public 
communications. Contact 
Josh Cantor in the Student 
Government Office at X3377 
or 274-3377 
Business News 
TheSchoolof Business is ac-
cepting requests for transfer 
into the School until Oct. 19. 
Requests received after that 
date will not be considered for 
those wishing to be able to 
preregister in Nov. as a 
business major. 
Applications for transfer 
are available in the School of 
Business office, 14th floor of 
West Tower. 
Elections are scheduled to fill 
~tudent positions on the Per-
sonnel Curriculum and Inter-
nship committees of the 
School of Communications. 
Sigh-up list for nominees will 
be posted outside the Com-
munications office from 9 am 
Thursday, Oct. I] through 4 
pm, Thursday, Oct.16. Voting 
will take place Monday and 
Tuesday, Oct. 22 and 23, from 
9 am to 4 pm. All Com-
munication majors are eligible 
to vote. 
If you 're interested in a career 
in health there will be a Health 
Career Fair in the Egbert 
Union Oct. 25. This event will 
help familiarize students with 
Allied He<!-lth opportunities 
here on campus. 
Information concerning Cen-
tral Intelligence Agency 
graduate studies program is 
available in the Career 
Resource Libray. Application 
deadline for this program is 
Jan. I. 1980. 
Information has arrived con-
cerning the 1980 Newspaper 
Minority Internship Program. 
The program, sponsored by 
The Newspaper Fund, Inc., is 
designed to encourage 
minorities to consider 
newspaper management as a 
career goal. 
physical, medical, biological, 
engineering, and social scien-
ces, have an application 
deadline of Nov. 29,' 1979. 
Newsday, Long Island's daily 
paper, is sponsoring more that 
30 paid positions in their 1980 
Summer Journalism 
Program. Information about 
positions in reporting sports, 
copy editing, photography and 
art can be obtained from our 
office. Application deadline 
is Dec. 16, 1979. 
Recruiters 
Schools 
and Graduate 
New England School of Law 
Oct. 12, Friday 
College of Western N.E. Law 
School Oct. 12, Friday. 
Workshops and seminars 
Orientation to Career Decision 
Making Oct. 12, Friday 2:00-
3:00. 
There will be an 
organizational meeting of the 
Ithaca College Off-Campus 
Student's Assoc. on Wed-
nesday, Oct. 17, I 979 at 7;30 
pm in the Student Gov't Of-
fice.-Everyone is Welcome! 
Interested persons· may con-
tact Jennifer Miller at 272-
2358. 
Cashiers needed 
immediately. Flexible hours. 
Apply in person. Cinema 
Theater, Pyramid Mall. 
Sierra Club Presents; 
by Bruce Talbot, a Cornell 
graduate student with much 
experience in the National 
Parks system. The date is 
Wednesday, Oct.17 at 8pm. 
location is at the Lab of Or-
nithology, 159 Sapsucker-
woods Rd. Everyone is 
welcome. Riqes provided at 
7;30 pm from Willard Straight 
Hall on Cornell's campus and 
the Public Library. 
Ithaca ·College Student Ac-
tivities Board presents John 
Holt - educator. Holt will be 
speaking on "Learning at 
Home" on Wednesday, Oct. 
17 at 8 pm in Ford Hall. 
Sponsored by S.A.B., ad-
mission is free and open to the 
public. 
This coming Sunday evening 
at 8: 15 in the Alice Statler 
Auditorium of Cornell 
University, the Cayuga 
Chamber Orchestra presents 
the first concert of the current 
season. About half the thirty-
five players in the Orchestra 
are members of the faculty of 
Ithaca College's School of 
Music: so is the groups con-
ductor, Karl Husa, a world-
famous Pulitzer Prize winning 
composer. The College is also 
well represented on the Or-
chestra's Board of Directors, 
whose President is Professor 
Shirley 0. Hockett of our 
mathematics department. The 
orchestra will perform J.S. 
Bach's third orchestral suite, 
L. Boccherini's cello concerto 
soloist, and F. J. Haydn's 
symphony number 104, the 
"London." Tickets (s3 for 
students and senior citizens, 
s5 for all others) are available 
at the ticket office in Egbert 
Union and in Muller 312, as 
well as at the door the 
evening of the performance. 
WOMEN - Take back the 
night. Take a stand against 
rape and violence in Ithaca. 
Come participate in a march 
on Friday, Oct. 26 at 7 pm 
(rain date: 11/2). One branch 
of the march will begin at the 
west end of the Commons and 
march through town and 
another will begin at Willard 
Straight Hall and march 
through Cornell campus. 
Both groups will meet on the 
Commons at 9 pm for a rally. 
Come march for freedom of 
movement!! 
DELTA MU DELTA meeting 
for all members. Monday, 
Oct. 15 at 7 pm in F205. We 
will be voting on new 111ember 
••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
I.C. professor desires 
partially furnished 2 
bedroom immediately. 
272-6811 
••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
We suggest you do not wait 
until the last minute since in-
formation that must accom-
pany the application often 
takes several days to obtain. 
National Science Foundation 
Graduate Fellowships open to 
students pursuing graduate 
study in mathematics, "Will Success Spoil our National Parks?'' wit~ Carey Beth Hockett as ' ...,~ ............ ~ .... ~--• 
Music 
(~) l· ,.-, •e~:or ~1011~ 
( f) · .y,; · .,~ 1 "~ '.'oi ce 
(·:1 -=~ 1; ~P~:or ·.·ial11~ 
~e~ltQ1, I::.·~ 
('' s,1-;, ,·:ic:'..llt? '.'01ce 
~~~· ~~~on 
: :. c1nc c1;..:i hD. r:1s i chord 
=~ober lS 
( 1"") ..1:l~; !.J.::~lt•/ ?';!CltLl], 
~ o/XC~JhCn~, ]!_. ~ 
··,:iuk 
'::c:tober lR 
Stu<len~ Activities Board 
Dinner Theater is spon-
soring a :-~us1cal Review -
Brodd,.ay 7 0 '~· Cr~ds 
9:00 p.m. 
(') R:1S: 1thaca College 
Orchestra conducted 
h:, ~ Gearhart 
'Jc tobe r _!2 
Purents & Friends Qre in-
v1ted to special perfor-
~ance of I.e. Orchestra, 
A:15, Ford Hall, & Musical 
~ - Broadway 22_' !!• 
10:00 p.m. Crossroads 
~ Forward ~ 
Barrv Tuckwell the acknow 
~d master of the 
r·renc:h Horn, accompani-
ment by Jacquelyne Silver 
on piano, A:15, 10/24, 
rord Hall Auditorium 
Theatre/Films Lectures/Seminars Meetings Sports Etcetera 
0ctober 12 Seminars October g C'ctober ~l Cctober l.!._ 
~ ~ ~; 7 :00 and Assertiveness Training ~ Bi;dget ~~eetings for ,Field i!ockev, T .c. •:s. Get •_ogether ber.~rci 
9: 30, Textor 102, Ad:nis- Workshop, 10/17 and 10/24 ~chool,. and divisions. Hele ,o/ill1am Sr.1th (:; , : ,,. , .:n unicr. ca::eteri.; .. ,. 
sion char']ed. Gannett Center; R!'l. 115; 110/11 - 10/l'i see article (Hl (\,) Sukkot; r.-'.'G, !!as-
4: 00 - 5: 30 p .m. ir. the Ithacan for sreci fie idir a?:e cc:-,~,;-:-
C'ctober 13 k:lates, times and locat!.ons. ':"c+.::ober ~2 
Heaven Can Wu.it; 7:00 and 
~T~o-:-Tii2, Acr,,is-
s1on char-qed. 
Qctober 1 7 
~ Historl Pronram o:: 
!thLJcu College presents 
;,r• 1r. Revolution (Con-
¢uct1\·ist Art 1n Russia 
191~), G~nnett 111, 8:30 
,·. m. Open to the public 
c1nrl !"rec. 
Deoartment of Theat?:e !:_ 
~ i ~ Communica-
tions p?:esents Cat on a 
flotTin Roof; byTe;:;;.-
Wil l~ -:--:rhis play takei 
place twenty years ago 1n 
the Miss1ss~ppi Delta 
area dealing with the 
rol1tts family and the 
conflicts of the family 
from basic honesty, to 
the quality of love; 
powerful emotions - Main 
Theatre; 8:15 p.rn. 
October 18 
cat on a Hot Tin Roo{; 
8:15-:-Mai~eatre;-:ric-
ket information please 
call 274-3224 (see above) 
October 19 
special performance of 
~ Q.!l Q .!!.Qt Tin BQ.Q.f for 
Parents Weekend (see 
above for additional in-
formation). 
Modification of Test 
Anxiety; lO/l?a~0/24 , ~polied Writing P?:cararn; 
Landon !lall; 7:00 - 0:00 "rive Thursday tlights:, 
k:hapel, 8:00 
!lur,an Potential Seminar, ,!.·£· Safe r.nerg:,· Alliar.ce: 
~ed Weekend o:" Nov. .Jo ~~wees !l.ectinq; Lc1ub ?m. 
9-11; Laub R.'11. ~lulle?: of Chapel, 7:30 f'.11'. 
Chapel October 1-1 
Value Cla?:i f1c:ation; 10/1: Senior Class; Job Foom; 
and 10/18, Phillips Rm. Cqbert t.:nior., -:':3_0 
~uller Chapel, 7:00 p.m. 
Learnina Strategies; 10/1 
International Club; !:JeMott 
Pcom, 7:00 
October 15 and 10/24, Gannett, Rm. 
115, 7:00 p.m. Delta ~lu Delta Natirmal 
*For More inforr.iation on Honor s";c~~'.eeting for 
the above seminars being Business; Friends c05, 7 :0C 
offered contact Dr. Brow~ p.m. 
office - Egbert Ur.ion October .!£_ 
Junior ~arsitv Footb~!l, 
I.C. vs. Cortla~d, ]:~O 
p.r-.• ("' 
Field Hcc~e·:, 
Ce-r'c!.u~l 
(f') '.!·:) 
! .c. 
' : ·-=1•:'-
,- cto':::cr 
•:•.;. 
~, 1.C. ·,•s. ~yr_.~'J.se 
rnivers1ty, ~:1C r.:-. (~:) 
(\,) 
·1c:t:cbe::- l:_ 
.!:.!.. ~ ,__·~i •. :.!. 
rhi ?eta co~d ~~!~· 
ir.vite I.~. t-(,j:• ·_c 
u ;· ;lrt:y c·..:. t '::!'~c ·:. 
rcrty; ~:Jt· ::J: 
·c:o:.er- l -
Pro1 cct :'..Cver:t:....:!'.'e:; 
C"ayuc;a ':o.tu:·e ':c:-:.t:e::--
9: 00 ci..- tc· 
S1q:1-'Jt; 
C):°:°"!CC. 
,
1 ar1c-:-:-c1tr.h1 ut ~:.:-; 
for nore i~:cr~Jtior: 
~-~-.I.b..9.!:., s~1or.sored by 
tho Student ~t~ 
Board. Sur.day, C'ctober · 
Student Gove?:nrnent - Egbert 21 , l:OO - .J:00. cc:re 
Union Dining Hall, 8:00 p1'1 
The brctr.c?:s c :· 
~~ 1~\·1te 
a~l studc:;ts £. 
fr10rGs to ot.:r "Jcas~ 
of the ~·c~r :o~qc 
rarty. 
October l2. 
Student Activities Board October 17 
presents John Holt, fam- ~ College Off-~ 
ous educator""'l~ring on Student's Association er-
"Learning at Heme"; 
Author of !'.!!2:i_ Children 
Fail and Publisher of 
~ing ~ ~ ~-
l!:!.9.. Ford Hall, B:00 pm 
Open to the public, free 
\ 
ganizational meeting, 
Student Governw.ent Office, 
7:30 
October ~ 
Hillel Plannin~ Meeting; 
~ Chapel; 7:00 p.m. 
sponsored by friends of 
Israe).. 
ill College Budget Meeting 
Science Building, Rm. 202 
2:00, This meeting is open 
to the Ithaca College 
Community. All interested 
part~es should plan on 
attending. 
siqn up in t~c ~ £!. 
Campus Activities to 1oe1 
around the new tracK to October 1~ 
raise rnoney for the 
~-
C:-.1 tee'. 
---~-~ 10?'. ~-
~ portraits, ~oes 
on till tr.e 19th 
daily, sitt1nas the 
"eek o:· 10/2". 
~ F'oI."".-.'a!"C 
"Halloween"~ 
out 9.iUU..e featuring 
"Sparrow", 10/31 
9:30 - Terr. Dinir.g 
Hall 
Todd Rundgren & 
''topia - Kcvernber 11 
rrickets on sale at 
the Union. 
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Classifieds 
Mr. Ron Dugay ~~,q,'?I;. 
Open Budget Meeting Am I losing a friend ~ Attention Students: Don't~ or § just throw away all those ~hcct § 
gaining a friend-in-law? §of notebook paper, clas~ han-§ 
f~,q,..<)-,·,.0-,..Qy~~ Lo~t - . one gold S-chair, Y 
§bracelet with small diamond. ~ 
§Lo\t Oct. 10 in the vicinity of~ 
§the Union and mu\ic building. i:> 
§Great deal of ,cntimcntal~ 
§ value. If found call 272-6251. ~ 
" 
and you corrugated card_bl 1..1rd .. It can§ 
I can't quite figure it out tdouts, and ncw,papers or§ 
and you're never around to all be recycled, if you Ile them§ 
ask. Plca~e re~pond- §~P into bundbles, or put them § 
Yo Ron, Jeff & Steve 
Ro,coc §111to paper ag~, and drop§ 
"~cm off in front of TI02 on§ 
ITucsdav<;. . ..J.. 
.q,,,q,,q,i.q,,~<Q'><Q">'.Q'>,q,..q-..q,,"'-"'O 
§ Reward offered. .\ ;l?>~<Q,c.?>·q,,.q-.,..;:;,,..o, . .o,<J?o, 
Yo Betty Lou Lingu,-
V < • 1 ' r, -
Hope thing~ arc cool in 
London. They arc here. A let-
ter will be forthcoming. My 
regards to the Queen. 
'-~~_,,2'~~~~ Don"t worry if one h,h hlo\•.n 
you off- there arc alway, more 
\\Oodling, lurking in the 
•, ,,\ ., .. ... ,,- . (" ._ '·, Non-tobacco smoking, non y 
-;exist, scmi-vegetaria; female~:; 
looking for room in an apt. or~ 
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Drew house within walking distanccffi 
12 
, to J.C. for 2nd semester. ~ ~ Reply to Box 3, Th1.ffi 
You are a dude. The_ only guy ~ ll'HACAN or call 277-3569~ 
t~ get wooo~hcd durmg Mon. , mornings or weekend days. 1[. 
mght football. ~ have to get off-eanmus' II: 
Betty <0~~~..?~~ 
Hugs and ki,~es to all those 
who made 10-5-79 ~pccial- Th-have a very nice 
forcq, 
The Wood~man 
201 S. Tiop St. 
Ithaca. N. Y. 
272-8262 
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Dear Gary, 
I hope you 
birthday, anks, it wa~ wonderful. 
Gia and Aim you're the 
GREATEST ... 
THE 
Music Store 
!:• n•.•, .. 1 11, ' 'ro:", ' •• •- '••,-,, 
even if I can't and will not be 
there. 
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Mance, 
How's your honey-bear? 
S.H. Ed. 
Z-
You'rc a dude!!! 
2F's 
Yo Phil the Bowl-
Rc\'i\'c mysteric~ tonight? 
The Lodge and Ward Live!!! 
Sec ya at 11;12! 
Reefer 
yo Ronnie, Lazar and Fi\hface 
in London-
How's the Ale? Hope you're 
having your dart skills at the 
Drayton Arms! 
Sears Street Boys 
Oh Canada! 
Welcome back to farm 
country! 
The Girl From. NJ 
Ster, 
Tuesday night was great! 
We'll have to do it again real 
soon. 
-Lob 
Dear B.S. 
You make a great wife. 
LoveM. 
What's wrong with the name 
Bryan???!!! 
Happy Birthday to Peter and 
Jodi, Go Wild and do it up! 
Love, 
Little Shit 
Karcnski, 
I wish I had been there. 
They said it was the most 
blatant example of the powers 
of the police state which keep 
the actions of those who live in 
this "land of the free" always 
frozen in a state of terror. 
Scabrookski 
TA-
I hope your right - We'll sec 
if life gives vou what you 
deserve, tonight 
JB 
Jeanne (The African Queen) 
Hope all is going well in 
London. Sorry I ha\'cn't wrii-
ten, but I will cvcntuall~. 
Thing, here arc grand, but you 
are missed. Stay well and bl' 
happ~. 
LO\'C, 
The Si~:1 \1:i L :: 
;,. •.,"tr'',•:,· 
Danny-Boy 
To out beloved son and 
brother; 
HAPPY BIRTHDAY . .. 
Your BMW is waiting ih the 
shit lot. 
\V c love you: Your long ,u f-
fcring mother, father ,,i~ter, 
and dog·. 
Happy Birthday Kipper rn 
London. 
Love, 
Aspro, Furst, Roten, Fierro 
Edinboro, 
1 hate New York 
People come and people go, 
but right now I just don't 
know 
Raven, 
Mav the bouncing bubble of 
color ;!ways fill your sky. 
Dawn Greeter 
Happy Birthday Fred! 
Love, 
Sue 
219 Prospect St. proudly an-
nounces it's first major party 
of the year. Friday nitc I 0/12 
- multiple kegs!! 
Dear Eva 
--
It wa5n't your body.it 
your job we wanted 
was 
Love, 
Fink&Allie 
Butt Seam Any Size 
Lap Seam 
Safety Liner 
Heater (thermostat) 
Frame 
~01111·thi11~ For 
E, «·n ,1111· 
IHII.Y 
l.11111"11 anti l)i11111·r 
~pccial ... 
I )in 111'1' pri1·1· ... \..tart 
at 
Daily II app)· Hour 
Mon- Fri 4 - 6 
702 W. Buffalo :-it 
272-6.SSO 
when \OU find 11 
29.95 
49.95 
10.00 
50.00 
40.00 
House of Shanmar 
the woterbed people 
C II Commons o egetown 257 _222 ::!. 273-7939 
Pyramid 
A career in law-==-
without law schoolg 
After Just three months of study at The Institute for 
Paralegal Training 1n exc1t1ng Philadelphia. you can have a 
stimulating and rewarding career in law or business -
without law school 
As a lawyer's assistant you w111 be_perform1ng many of 
the duties traditionally handled only by attorneys And at 
The Institute for Paralegal Training. you ca11 pick one of 
seven different areas of law to stwdy Upon completion of 
your tra1n1ng. The lnst1tute·s unique Placement Service will 
find you a responsible and challenging 100 1n a law \1rm 
bank or corporation in the city of your choice 
The Institute for Paralegal Training 1s the nations flrs1 
and most respected school for paralegal training Since 
1970, we've placed over 2.500 graduates 1n over 85 c1t1es 
nat1onw1de 
If you're a senior of high academic standing and 1ook111c; 
for an above average career. contact your Placemen! 
Office for an interview with our representative 
We will visit your campus on: 
TUESDAY,OCT0BER16 
The 
~ns1itute 
for 
lt'aralegai 
Training· 
,, •, . : • .I'' .• < 
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Come ill or drive thru 
and say hello. 
Elmira Rdo 
Ithaca 9 No Y 0 
~ 
BURGER 
KING 
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